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A Brief History of
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was established by legislative enactment on February 18, 1891 and opened its doors on October 5, 1892.

The institution came into being as a direct result of the efforts of Dr. Charles Duncan McIver on behalf of the education of women. To Dr. McIver, more than any other individual, the university owes its foundation. He became its first president and served until his death in 1906.

Since its founding, the institution’s name has been changed several times: 1891–1919—State Normal and Industrial College; 1919–1932—North Carolina College for Women; 1932–1963—The Woman’s College of the University of North Carolina. In the 1963 General Assembly the name was changed to The University of North Carolina at Greensboro and by the same Act the institution became co-educational. In the fall of 1964 the first class of male students was admitted. In 1972 the General Assembly in special session merged all State supported institutions of Higher Education into The University of North Carolina without changing the names of each campus. Thus, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro is a member of the 17-campus university.

From a student body of 223 and a faculty of 15 in 1892, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro has grown to a student body of 16,126 resident students—16% of whom are graduate students—and a total faculty of 1,005. The Division of Continual Learning has grown to an enrollment in academic credit courses of 2,041.

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro includes the following academic units: College of Arts and Sciences, Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, School of Education, School of Health and Human Sciences, Lloyd International Honors College, School of Music, Theatre and Dance, Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, and School of Nursing. The university offers six bachelor’s degrees in over 100 fields, master’s degrees in a wide variety of concentrations, and doctoral degrees in 30 areas of study.

The Processional

The procession is led by the Faculty Marshal and Mace Bearer and the academic banner bearers. The Co-assistant Chief Marshals enter next, leading the platform party, which includes the Chancellor; representatives of the Board of Trustees, the Alumni Association, and The University of North Carolina; the honorary degree recipients; the commencement address speaker; the officers of the university; the bell ringers; the class speaker; the tassel turner, and the Chief Marshal. Graduating candidates enter next, followed by the faculty.

The Mace

The Mace is a ceremonial insignia of the university in a tradition that dates back to antiquity. Hand-chased in sterling silver, it bears academic motifs depicting the history of the institution and is carried by the Faculty Marshal on official occasions. The Mace of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was presented by the Class of 1926 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation and the Bicentennial of the Nation. It was first carried at Commencement in 1978.
The Faculty Marshal

The Faculty Senate of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro adopted on November 3, 1999 a policy for appointing the Faculty Marshal. The Chancellor appoints the Faculty Marshal from among three nominees recommended by the Faculty Senate leadership (Chair, Chair-Elect, Secretary). The Faculty Marshal is a respected senior member of the faculty who has a consistent and continuous record of excellent teaching, scholarly achievements, and service to the university. Years in rank as Professor and years of employment at UNCG are considered. The term of appointment for a Faculty Marshal is five years. Duties include leading the academic procession during university ceremonies, carrying the University Mace, and membership in the Commencement Committee, which plans Commencement.

The Chain-of-Office

The Chain-of-Office is worn by the Chancellor of the university on occasions when the Mace is carried. The ceremonial medallion, hand-chased in sterling silver, bears the seal of the university, and indicates that the Chancellor is the temporary embodiment of the authority vested in the institution. The Chain-of-Office of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was presented by the Class of 1929 on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation and was worn by the Chancellor for the first time at the 1979 Commencement.

The Class of 1940 chose to complete the original design of the Chain-of-Office on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation. Each link of the sterling silver neck chain is an individually cast laurel leaf. The medallion clasp, also in sterling silver, bears the Great Seal of the State of North Carolina. The completed Chain-of-Office was worn by the Chancellor for the first time at the 1990 Commencement.

The University Flag

The University Flag made its debut on campus in the academic processional for Patricia A. Sullivan’s installation as Chancellor of the university on October 2, 1995. The flag bears the traditional colors of gold and white, which were first used in the commencement ceremony of 1894, as well as navy, which was added as the third color in 1987. The University Seal, depicting the likeness of Minerva, appears on both sides of the flag. The UNCG Board of Trustees approved the design as the official flag of the institution on September 7, 1995.

The Academic Banners

The Academic Banners represent the constituent parts of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro: The Graduate School, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the six professional schools—The Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, the School of Education, the School of Health and Human Sciences, the School of Music, Theatre and Dance, the Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, and the School of Nursing. The designs are unique to this university; the colors have historical association with the respective academic disciplines. The banners are a memorial to Marguerite Norman Felton, teacher of chemistry at the university from 1956 to 1979.

Over the years, several generations of College and School Banners have existed. The current Banners were recently redesigned and made their Commencement debut at the May 2010 ceremony.
The History of the University Bell

Following the benediction, the University Bell will ring in honor of the Graduates. The University Bell sounded the opening of the State Normal and Industrial College (now UNCG) on October 5, 1892. For forty years—until electric bells were installed—it marked the significant moments of the day. The University Bell hung from a belfry in the Anniversary Plaza from 1967 until 1987 when it was removed for the purpose of restoration. The Class of 1940, in celebration of the 50th anniversary of its graduation, commissioned the restoration of the University Bell.

University Marshals

The Banner Bearers and escorts for all lines of march during Commencement are provided by the University Marshals, an academic honorary organization composed of full-time undergraduate students with academic averages of 3.65 or greater. These students may be recognized by the gold sashes that they wear during the ceremonies.

Academic Regalia

Academic costumes seem to have originated at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge over 650 years ago. The colors of The University of North Carolina at Greensboro are gold, white, and blue, with gold and white used in the hood.

The University Song

The Alma Mater

We raise our voices, let them swell
In a chorus loud and strong;
The rolling hills send back the sound
Of our triumphant song.
For in one great unbroken band
With loyal hearts and true,
Your sons and daughters stand and sing
University, to you.
Audience Standing

**Audience Seated

Program

Audience: Please remain seated during the processional.

**Processional

Crown Imperial (Coronation March, 1937)………………………………………William Walton
University Wind Ensemble
John R. Locke & Kevin M. Geraldi, Conductors

Faculty Marshal and Mace Bearer ..............................L. DiAnne Borders
Burlington Industries Excellence Professor,
Department of Counseling and Educational Development

Greetings from the Faculty

and Introduction of the Chancellor.................................Anne Wallace
Chair, Faculty Senate, and Professor, Department of English

Welcome .................................................................................Franklin D. Gilliam Jr.
Chancellor

Greetings from The University of North Carolina

and Presentation of the Board of Governors

Teaching Excellence Award .................................W. Marshall Kotis III
Board of Governors, The University of North Carolina

Gregory Grieve, Associate Professor, Department of Religious Studies

Greetings from

the Student Government Association ..............................Brittany Hudson
President, Student Government Association

Greetings from the UNCG Alumni Association .............Mary Napier, ’68
President, UNCG Alumni Association

Greetings from the Class of 2016 .................................Christopher McCoy
Speaker for the May Class

Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ............Franklin D. Gilliam Jr.

Address ..............................................................................Denise Turner Roth
Administrator of the U.S. General Services Administration

* Audience Standing
** Audience Seated
Program

Authorization for the Conferring of Degrees

Susan Safran
Chair, UNCG Board of Trustees

Conferring of Degrees

Franklin D. Gilliam Jr.

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates

Anne Wallace

William F. Black, Doctor of Humane Letters

Harold A. Schiffman, Doctor of Letters

Presentation of Graduate Degree Candidates

William R. Wiener
Dean of The Graduate School

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates

Dana L. Dunn
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degrees

Academic Deans

for the College of Arts and Sciences

Timothy D. Johnston

for the Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics

McRae C. Banks

for the School of Education

Randall D. Penfield

for the School of Health and Human Sciences

Celia R. Hooper

for the School of Music, Theatre and Dance

Peter Alexander

for the School of Nursing

Robin E. Remsburg

Tassel Turning Ceremony

Catherine Hyeyeon Choi and Dillon Tyler
Representatives for the May Class

Special Recognitions

Dana L. Dunn

Concluding Remarks

Franklin D. Gilliam Jr.

* “The University Song”

Laura Weill Cone and W.A. White
Audience Participation with Song Leader
Robert Wells, Baritone
Lyrics may be found on page 4.

* Ringing of the University Bell

Nancy Baker Bryan, from the Class of 1966
and Ashley Helms, for the Class of 2016

** Recessional

Grand Processional

Don Haddad

Audience: Please remain seated until faculty and graduates have exited the arena.

Also Assisting in Today’s Ceremony:

Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Susan Davis, Maria Perrot,
Greta Stanley, Betsy Wood

Graduating Interpreters

for the Alma Mater

Joseph Michael King, Brandi Leigh Marsh, Elsa Anna Sylvester

Reader

Laura Chesak
Honorary Degrees

William F. Black
Doctor of Humane Letters

William Black, your extraordinary life of service to North Carolina and to UNCG is an example and inspiration to today’s graduates and to countless others. You are a Greensboro resident, a graduate of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and a retired executive vice president of Southern National Bank (now known as BB&T).

You have chaired the Greensboro Merchants Association and the boards of the Greensboro Historical Museum and the Salvation Army of Greensboro. You also served as board member for the Greensboro Development Corporation, the Guilford County Veterans Memorial, the Greensboro Preservation Society, the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce, and the Greensboro Sports Council.

Your service to UNCG has been exemplary as president of the Excellence Foundation, a member of the UNCG Board of Visitors, and as part of the School of Music Steering Committee for the Students First Campaign. In 2007, you received the Holderness/Weaver Award. Due to your stewardship to UNCG, you are a member in our Harriet Elliott Society, the Unbroken Band, and the Founder’s Society.

You have established four scholarships at UNCG: the William F. Black and Susan Elizabeth Brown Endowed Music Scholarship for the School of Music, Theatre and Dance, the J. Norman Black and William F. Black Endowed Business Scholarship for the Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, the William F. and JoAnn F. Black RN to BSN Scholarship in Nursing for the School of Nursing, and the JoAnn F. and William F. Black Adult Student Scholarship in Education for the School of Education.

Through your philanthropic vision and tireless public service, your life and character have become interwoven into that of your community and state. In recognition of your many accomplishments, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro confers upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Harold Schiffman, your involvement and creativity in performing arts has enriched us all. You are a Greensboro native and degree recipient from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of California Berkley, and Florida State University. You were appointed to the faculty of the FSU School of Music in 1959 and retired from the position of Professor of Composition in 1983.

A member of ASCAP, you are well respected nationally and internationally for your musical compositions, which have been presented in Europe, Latin America, and the Far East. In November, 1992, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill honored you with an all-Schiffman concert of performances and in 1998, New York City’s Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center hosted a 25-year retrospective of your compositions.

At UNCG, you have served admirably as a representative on the School of Music, Theatre and Dance’s Music National Advisory Board from 2000–2006. The Music Library of the UNCG University Libraries was recently named for you in honor of your generous gift to UNCG to support School of Music, Theatre and Dance scholarships, the University Libraries Music Library, the Martha Blakeney Hodges Special Collections, and the University Archives.

In recognition of your dedication and countless contributions to performing arts, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro bestows upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.
DoctoRal Deegrees
Doctor of Philosophy

Kshawna C. Askew  
B.S., Winston Salem State University  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Research, Measurement and Evaluation  
Dissertation: Defining Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: An Exploration of the Usefulness of Concept Mapping and Assessment Engineering for Rubric Development  
Terry Ackerman, Committee Chair

Aleksandra Babic  
B.A., Guilford College  
M.P.H., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Community Health Education  
Dissertation: Sexual Orientation and Vulnerability to Chronic Disease: Understanding Cardiovascular Risk Factors and Mental Health Disparities Among Lesbian, Bisexual and Heterosexual Women  
Yiorgos Apostolopoulos, Committee Chair

Ayrora Fain Barker  
B.S., Appalachian State University  
M.S., East Carolina University  
Special Education  
Dissertation: The Effects of a Parent Implemented Infant Signing Intervention on Communication Skills for Young Hearing Children with Diagnosed Language Delays  
Belinda J. Hardin, Committee Co-Chair  
Jean Kang, Committee Co-Chair

Michael Bedsole  
B.A., North Carolina State University  
M.A., MLIS, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
English  
Dissertation: “I who am here dissembled”: Exteriority in T. S. Eliot and his Modernist Contemporaries  
Anthony Cuda, Committee Chair

Aerin Workman Benavides  
B.A., University of Colorado  
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Studies  
Dissertation: Meanings Teachers Make of Teaching Science Outdoors as they EXPLORE Citizen Science  
Catherine E. Matthews, Committee Co-Chair  
Samuel Miller, Committee Co-Chair

Sonya Elisa Blades  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
English  
Dissertation: A Satire of Their Own: Subjectivity, Subversion, and the Rewriting of Literary History in Women’s Satire of the Twentieth Century  
Robert Langenfeld, Committee Chair

Christen Blanton  
B.M., The State University of New York at Potsdam  
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Music Education  
Dissertation: Pathways to Learning: The Musical Journeys of Five Adult Fiddle Players  
James Revell Carr, Committee Co-Chair  
Rebecca MacLeod, Committee Co-Chair

Melissa Bocci  
B.A., Greensboro College  
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Studies  
Dissertation: (Re)framing Service-Learning with Youth Participatory Action Research: Examining Students’ Critical Agency  
Silvia Bettez, Committee Chair

Libra Nicole Boyd  
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
M.Ed., The University of West Alabama  
Educational Studies  
Dissertation: The Significance of Gospel Music to Social Activism in North Carolina  
Kathryn Hytten, Committee Chair

Victoria Scott Brown  
B.S., M.S, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
Consumer, Apparel, and Retail Studies  
Dissertation: Appearance and the Transition to Motherhood: An Exploration of Consumption and Identity Construction  
Nancy Nelson Hodges, Committee Chair
Doctoral Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy

Wiley S. Brown
BSBA, M.B.A., Appalachian State University
Information Systems
Dissertation: Toward an Understanding of the Impact of Mobile Data Services on Individual Quality of Life
   Prashant Palvia, Committee Chair

Matthew Charles Carter
B.A., The University of Virginia-Wise
M.Litt., Mary Baldwin College
English
Dissertation: Discovering the Kinetic Language of Violence on the Early Modern Stage
   Jennifer Feather, Committee Chair

Mei-Lan Chen
B.S., M.S., Taipei Medical University
Nursing
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of a Lifestyle-Based Intervention on Physical Activity, Blood Pressure, and Health-Related Quality of Life in Older Adults with Hypertension
   Jie Hu, Committee Chair

Cherese D. Childers-McKee
B.S., Wake Forest University
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Educational Studies
Dissertation: Crossing Borders and Forging Bonds: Exploring Interracial/Intercultural Relationships Among Youth of Color
   Silvia Bettez, Committee Chair

Stephanie Lee Davis
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.S., North Carolina A&T State University
Educational Studies
Dissertation: Literacy Coaching through Teachers’ Lenses: A Phenomenological Study
   Barbara B. Levin, Committee Chair

Angelica S. Dunbar
B.A., University of Delaware
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Human Development and Family Studies
Dissertation: Social-Cultural Predictors of Parental Racial/Ethnic and Emotion Socialization and Relations to Child Social-Emotional Adjustment
   Esther Leerkes, Committee Co-Chair
   Andrew Supple, Committee Co-Chair

Melissa Ridley Elmes
B.A., College of William & Mary
M.A., Longwood University
English
Dissertation: Negotiating Violence at the Feast in Medieval British Texts
   Amy Vines, Committee Chair

Kimberly Sue Fascezewski
B.A., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
M.S., The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
Kinesiology
Dissertation: An Exploration into the Motivation for Physical Activity in Individuals with Multiple Sclerosis
   Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

Yvonne R. Ford
B.S., Atlantic Christian College
M.S.N., Duke University
M.H.S., Duke University School of Medicine
Nursing
Dissertation: Stories of African American Women Who are Long-term Breast Cancer Survivors
   Susan Letvak, Committee Chair

Kathleen D. Fowler
B.A., M.A., Appalachian State University
English
   Christopher Hodgkins, Committee Chair
Miguel Gómez  
B.A., The University of Georgia  
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Studies  
Dissertation: TPACK in Practice: A Qualitative Study of Middle School Social Studies Teachers in a 1:1 Laptop Environment  
Wayne Journell, Committee Chair

Pandora Robins Goode  
B.S.N., North Carolina A&T State University  
M.S.N., Winston Salem State University  
D.N.P., The University of Tennessee Health Science Center  
Nursing  
Dissertation: The Effect of a Diabetes Self-Management Program for African Americans in a Faith-Based Setting  
Robin Bartlett, Committee Co-Chair  
Debra C. Wallace, Committee Co-Chair

Meredith Rapport Gringle  
B.A., McGill University  
M.P.H., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Community Health Education  
Dissertation: The Performances are Politicized: A Poetic Hermeneutical Phenomenology Examining Mothering and Self-Care  
Tracy Nichols, Committee Chair

Emily M. Hall  
B.A., M.A.T., Wesley College  
English  
Dissertation: Rejecting the Empowered Reader: Re-Claiming Authorial Agency in Twenty-First Century, Avant-Garde Fiction  
Ben Clarke, Committee Co-Chair  
Jennifer Keith, Committee Co-Chair

Michael James Hall  
B.S., M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Economics  
Albert N. Link, Committee Chair

Audai Abdel-Razzaq Hayajneh  
B.S., Jordan University of Science and Technology  
M.S.N., Kent State University  
Nursing  
Dissertation: The Arabic (Jordan) Version of the Tilburg Frailty Indicator  
Jie Hu, Committee Chair

Alison M. Johnson  
B.A., Thomas More College  
M.A., Northern Kentucky University  
English  
Dissertation: Herstories of War: Representations of Silence in Women’s Vietnam/American War Narratives  
Noelle Morrissette, Committee Chair

Amy Van Schagen Johnson  
B.S., M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Human Development and Family Studies  
Danielle Crosby, Committee Co-Chair  
Karen M. LaFaro, Committee Co-Chair

Paul B. Johnson  
B.S., North Carolina A&T State University  
M.A., The University of Georgia  
Educational Studies  
Dissertation: The Experiences of First-Year African American Males in a Living Learning Community Attending a Historically Black College and University: Implications for Retention  
Charles P. Gause, Committee Chair

James Gray Kimbrough III  
B.S., Duke University  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Economics  
Dissertation: Commuting, Gender, and Military Service: Three Essays in Applied Microeconomics  
Kenneth A. Snowden, Committee Chair
Elizabeth King
B.A., The Pennsylvania State University
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Human Development and Family Studies
Dissertation: Predictors of Teachers’ Emotion Language and its Association with Toddlers’ Social Emotional Competence
Karen M. LaParo, Committee Chair

Kathleen T. Leuschen
B.A., Creighton University
M.A., Roosevelt University
English
Dissertation: The Literacy Practices of Feminist Consciousness-Raising: An Argument for Remembering and Recitation
Nancy Myers, Committee Chair

Betty Mabe
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.Ed., The University of Virginia
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Dissertation: Neonatal Feeding Skills in Preterm Infants and the Relationship to Speech and Expressive Language Skills at Approximately Ten Years of Age
Virginia A. Hinton, Committee Chair

Sara Miller Massey
B.S., Ed., Baylor University
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music Education
Dissertation: The Effects of Auditory-Motor Mapping Training on Speech Output of Elementary Age Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Patricia E. Sink, Committee Chair

Stephen Ray Meier
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nanoscience
Dissertation: The Investigation of Variable Nernst Equilibria on Isolated Neurons and Coupled Neurons Forming Discrete and Continuous Networks
Joseph Starobin, Committee Chair

Betty Nance-Floyd
B.S.N., University of South Carolina
M.S.N., University of Phoenix
Nursing
Dissertation: A Qualitative Study to Understand the Perception of Illness and the Decision Making Process for Accessing and Utilizing Health Care for American Indians in Southeastern, NC
Robin Bartlett, Committee Chair

Kyle Stephen Nowlin
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nanoscience
Dissertation: A Bioinspired Approach to the Generation of Novel Antimicrobial Materials
Dennis LaJeunesse, Committee Chair

Derek R. Oxendine
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Studies
Deborah J. Taub, Committee Chair

Steven Jonathan Peach
B.A., M.A., Northern Illinois University
History
Dissertation: “The three rivers have talked”: The Creek Indians and Community Politics in the Native South, 1753-1821
Greg O’Brien, Committee Chair

Lakmini S. Premadasa
B.S., University of Peradeniya
Nanoscience
Dissertation: Co-Translational Genetic Switching During Protein Synthesis: The HIV-1 NEF Gene as a Paradigm
Ethan W. Taylor, Committee Chair
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Committee Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Landon Price</td>
<td>B.S., M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Substance Use and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Swann, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise C. Rhew</td>
<td>B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>An Educational Intervention to Improve Nursing Care of Geriatric Care in the Emergency Department</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Letvak, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Joy Ritorto Secoy</td>
<td>B.M., Bowling Green State University M.M.ME., Capital University</td>
<td>Music Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Informal Music Learning in UNCG Ukes</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constance L. McKoy, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francine Herbert Sheppard</td>
<td>B.S., Northwestern State University M.S.N., Gardner-Webb University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Older Women’s Health Outcomes During Retirement</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Debra C. Wallace, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Grace Dudley Shotwell</td>
<td>B.A., College of William &amp; Mary M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Empowering the Body: The Evolution of Self-help in the Women’s Health Movement</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Levenstein, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatsiana Shymanovich</td>
<td>B.S., M.S., Belarusian State University</td>
<td>Environmental Health Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>The Effects of Endophytic Epichloë species on Host Plant Fitness of Two Native Grasses, Poa alsodes and Achnatherum robustum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley H. Faeth, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Atkins Skelley</td>
<td>B.A., Chatham University M.A., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Interfaces &amp; Interfacing: Posthuman Ecologies and Identity in a Posthuman Age</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Yarbrough, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Byron Sloop</td>
<td>B.S., M.A., Appalachian State University</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Going Against the Grain? Brazil and the Global Furniture Production Network</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Keith Debbage, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Kelly Smith</td>
<td>B.M., M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Music Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>A Descriptive Analysis of High School Choral Teachers’ Inclusion of Popular Music in Current Teaching Practices</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brett Nolker, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Reworking the Garden: Revisions of the Pastoral Tradition in Twentieth-Century Southern Poetry</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karen Kilcup, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teressa Cameron Sumrall</td>
<td>B.S., M.A., Appalachian State University</td>
<td>Human Development and Family Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: <em>Early Learning and Development Standards: An Examination of Teachers’ Knowledge, Practices, and Professional Development Support and Needs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine Scott Little, Committee Chair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Doctoral Degrees

### Doctor of Philosophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degrees and Institutions</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
<th>Committee Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Jeffrey Bruce Taylor        | B.A., University of Delaware  
D.P.T., Duke University School of Medicine | Differential Biomechanical Effects of an ACL Injury Prevention Program in Women’s Basketball and Soccer Players | Sandra Shultz, Committee Chair                                                                     |
| Karen Sanders Thomas        | B.A., M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro                                  | The Effect of Aural Instruction with Tonal and Rhythm Patterns from Edwin Gordon’s Music Learning Theory on the Aural Discrimination Abilities of Second-Grade Students | Donald A. Hodges, Committee Co-Chair, Constance L. McKoy, Committee Co-Chair                         |
| Matthew Aaron Thomas-Reid    | B.A., Mars Hill College  
M.A.T., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte | I Wonder as I Wander: A Reorientation of Attention, Embodiment, and Consciousness                          | Glenn Hudak, Committee Chair                                                                       |
| Hsin-Min Wang                | B.S., M.S., National Taiwan Sport University                                             | The Relationship of ACL Morphometry and Structural Composition to Anterior Knee Laxity                 | Randy Schmitz, Committee Chair                                                                     |
| Jennifer E. Wilent          | B.S., M.S, The University of North Carolina at Wilmington                                  | Enantioselective Cyclization of Symmetric Diesters                                                      | Kimberly S. Petersen, Committee Chair                                                              |
| Margaret Keeton Williams     | B.A., Rhodes College  
M.A., The College of William & Mary | Segregating the Police: Negotiating Equality in Postwar Memphis, Tennessee                            | Charles Bolton, Committee Chair                                                                     |
| Matthew W. Wittstein        | B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology  
M.S., Indiana University | Characteristics and Coupling of Cardiac and Locomotor Rhythms During Treadmill Walking Tasks         | Christopher Rhea, Committee Co-Chair, Sandra Shultz, Committee Co-Chair                              |
| Effat Zeidan                 | B.S., American University of Beirut  
Nanoscience | Ultra-Sensitive and Multiplex Detection of Clinical Biomarkers Using a SPRI-Based Sensor           | Ethan W. Taylor, Committee Chair                                                                     |
| Tan Zhang                    | B.S., Beijing University of Physical Education  
M.H.K., University of Windsor  
Ph.D., University of Maryland | Understanding Physical Education Teacher Motivation in Relation to Job Resources and Demands         | Ang Chen, Committee Chair                                                                           |
| Nan Zhou                     | B.Ed., M.Ed., Beijing Normal University  
Human Development and Family Studies | Marital Hostility, Adolescents’ Responses to Marital Conflict, and Adolescents’ Adjustment: The Moderating Role of Cooperative Marital Conflict | Cheryl Buehler, Committee Chair                                                                     |
Doctoral Degrees

Doctor of Musical Arts

Douglas Christopher Black Jr.
B.M., University of South Carolina
M.M., Illinois State University
Music
Dennis Askew, Committee Chair

Xin Gao
B.M., M.M., Duquesne University
Music
Dissertation: Project China: A Resource of Contemporary Saxophone Music Written by Chinese-Born Composers
Steven Stusek, Committee Chair

Andrew Timothy Phillips
B.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.A., The University of Iowa
Music
Dissertation: Progressive Harmonic Series Exercises in High Range Expansion for Beginning Horn Players
Abigail Pack, Committee Co-Chair
Dennis Askew, Committee Co-Chair

Karl Astrup Ronnevik
B.M., Concordia College
M.M., University of Hartford
Music
Alexander Ezerman, Committee Chair

Russell Alan Smith
B.M., Appalachian State University
M.M., University of North Carolina School of the Arts
Music
Dissertation: Gil Askey’s (1925–2014) Horn Arrangements for the Four Tops and the Temptations: A Lecture Recital
Mark Clodfelter, Committee Chair

Adam Michael Snow
B.M.Ed., M.M., Winthrop University
Music
Dissertation: The West African Drum Set: Applying Mande Djembe Traditions to the Modern Drum Set
Dennis Askew, Committee Chair

Doctor of Education

Candice Currie Bailey
B.A., High Point University
M.Ed., Elon University
M.S.A., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Creating Equitable Environments for English Language Learners in the Age of Accountability
Carl Lashley, Committee Chair

Gail Denise Brady
B.S., M.S.A., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Educational Practices of Administrators and Teachers in a High Performing Title I School that Improves Student Performance
Carl Lashley, Committee Chair

Leslie Marie Eldreth
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.A.Ed., East Carolina University
Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Ulrich C. Reitzug, Committee Chair

Melissa Jill Hall
B.S., North Carolina State University
M.S.A., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Dissertation: A Closer Look at Instructional Coaching: Lessons from Two Schools’ Successful Implementations of Job-Embedded Professional Development
Kimberly Kappler Hewitt, Committee Chair
Doctoral Degrees
Doctor of Education

JohnCarlos McThurston Miller
B.S., North Carolina A&T State University
M.S.A., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Stakeholder Perceptions of an Exemplary Middle School Character Education Program and its Implications for School Improvement
Carl Lashley, Committee Chair

Charles William Perkins
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
MPRTM, North Carolina State University
M.S.A., Appalachian State University
M.Ed., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Perceived Barriers Limiting Ascension to the Principalship: Identifying Perceptions of Assistant Principals, Principals, and District Supervisors
Kimberly Kappler Hewitt, Committee Co-Chair
Ulrich C. Reitzug, Committee Co-Chair

Specialist in Education

Thomas Jeffrey Brookshire
Sophia Eisdorfer Burke
Johnna Lee Cheek
Lina Elizabeth Clausel
Elizabeth Ann Clauzinger
Carla Flores-Ballesteros
Sarah Joanne Dick
Faith Gabrielle Fleming
Emilea Gross Grubbs
Darrell A. Harris Jr.
Mayra Iris Hayes
Erin Michelle Huber
Azaria Noelle Miller
Mary Ann Mitchell
Cierra Nicole Murphy
Chelsea S. Smith
Kenya Nakia Smith
David Wade Taylor
Allison Michelle Thomson
Russell Lee Vernon
Jimmy Bryant VonCannon Jr.
Master's Degrees

Master of Arts

Almaroo Dipo Elebute Agoro
Dayne Brenna Alexander
Philip Emanuel Allinger
Kyndall Brooke Allred
Emily Kathryn Andrews
Helena Marie Andrews Cannon
Sydney Axelrod
Kirubel Demmelash Aysheshim
Victoria Lee Bailiff
Marilynn Grant Barr
Jason Richard Baum
Savannah Michelle Behrent
Milca Beleeardge
Maida Bermudez Bosch
Kristen Marie Bethune
Jessica M. Bierman
Emily M. Birchett
Alex Berry Birthrong
Jeffrey Darrell Blake
Christina Marie Blankenship
Amy Simpson Bledsoe
Danelle Elizabeth Blue
Lisanne Kathrin Bluemel
Thomas Kimble Bryant Jr.
Nicholas Anthony Byrd
Jeffrey Cardenas
Jeavon Chapman
Daniel Ernest Chegash Jr.
Elizabeth Evelyn Clark
Jeneen T. Cleare
Erin Leigh Coates
Ashley Kale Cobb
Celsa D. Coello Bermudez
Maida Bermudez Bosch
Stephen Michael Comer
Candace Nicole Cook
Hayley R. Cullen
Colin James Cutler
Peter Salvatore D’Arpa
Katherine M. Demar-Aldrich
Erin Brett Denio
Crystal Marie Devine
Melissa A. Dimeo
Rachel Ann Downey
Sean Gerald Dwyer
Jessica Lynn Easton
Sandra Muir Elliott
Destine Miree Ernest
Jennifer Anne Ethridge
Jacinda NaTasha Evans
Lance Martin Everhart
Sarah Noelle Farrell
Patrick Kegan Fleming
Farris Lee Francis
James William Frizzell
Monique Nicole Goring
Christine Tiller Griffith
Julie Hambrecht
Jacob A. Hamill
Delicia Monet Hare
Alyssa Michele Heba
Sara Elizabeth Heckler
Kimberly Jean Heinz
Amanda Jane Holland
Philip Brian Johnson
Sara Hallmark Jones
Megan Lynn Jordano
Erin E. Klinger
Nicholas Christopher Kochems
Crystal Kay Kulhanek
Andrea Laura Kulish
Christopher Paul Langewisch
Austin Zacharey Lawson
Emily Jeanette Leber
Yusef Lee
Christopher Michael LePore
Lori Elizabeth Lester
Luciana Dionne Lilley
Courtney Frances Little
Bin Luo
Bethany Amanda Lutes
Robert Lee March
Anthony Niklus McCarty
Charnelle C. McClellan
Jordan Alexander McIntosh
Casey J. Mitchell Sr.
Christina Irene Murrell
Jeanette Elbertha Musselwhite
Katherine Elizabeth O’Brien
Max Cody Ostrowski
Christopher W. Payne
Stephanie Shaunte Perry
Timothy David Peters
Stephany Jean Peterson
Matthew Michael Phillips
Sarah Elizabeth Price
Melanie Pringle
Jana Danielle Reynolds
Jeanette Coupe Robb
Michael Robinson Jr.
Katherine Marie Romberger
Bianka Ruiz
Elise A. Ruiz
Julia Frances Saizan
Kayla Layman Shields
Elaine Sill
Jenny Marie Southard
Sarah Havens Sperry
Nicholas Anthony Stewart
Elizabeth R. Storholt
Beverly Anne Swaim
Arpad Zoltan Szarka
Molly Marcia Taylor
Shannon Elizabeth Taylor
John Edward Teeling
Roxanne Ingold Thomas
Frances Greene Varke
Anne Elizabeth Venable
Kara Elizabeth Waldeisen
Stephanie Akilah Walton
Margaret Patterson Whitt
Kaitlyn V. Williams
Etta Elizabeth Wilson
Kathryn Durham Wilson
Danielle Amy Zheng

Master of Arts in Teaching

Andrea Trevino Borders
Megan Elizabeth Browning
Crystal Taniece Etienne
Ana M. Falcon
Leontyne Cecelia Freeman
Eva Ambro Gantt
William M. Hockaday
Sarah A. Hybels
Samira Farooque Khan
Lee D. Lancaster
Kenneth O’Neal McHam Jr.
Heather Bradley Moore
Jerome Powell
Laura Ashley Shelton
Da’Nisha Shonte’ Strong
Danielle Elizabeth Van Ryen
Jessica R. Williams
Maria Elizabeth Fischer Yandell
Master's Degrees

Master of Business Administration

Rachel Catherine Adams
Kathleen Marie Agee
Maha Hussain Aldosari
Ashley Michelle Allen
Rachael E. Andrews
Cara Deana Arena
Justin Balser
Katherine Elin Beals
Suzanne Collie Beshears
Tiffany Shelton Bixby
Courtney Anne Brehm
Marie E. Brodrick
Jenna Rae Busam
Shanda Michele Cox
Michael Keith Croal Jr.
Calandra T. De Gourville
Dennis Morgan Downer
Arren Duggan
Cody Tyler Flowers
Joyce Ann Fulton
Phillip Todd Gerringer
Kelly Lane Griffin
Rose Elizabeth Griffin
Mehek Khera
Colleen Elizabeth Leahigh
Chanae Diamond Legrier
Steven Sebastian Leonhardt
Alison C. Lloyd
James Beck Lyerly
Jessica Tenae' Mcalin
William O’Neal Nesmith
Garrett Lowe Owens
Bhuvaneswari Paladugu
Khushbu Ramanbhai Patel
Shreya Rayaraddi
Ashley Danielle Redding
Taylor Marie Robinson
Amber Coe Smith
Fredericka W. Stroud
Gregory Martin Trauth
Sidhhaarth Umagandhi
Iva Julian Elger von Schumann
Iva Suzanne Abernethy Wepner
Chong Zhang

Master of Education

Rhonda Wright Hamby
Danielle N. Holloway
Emily Blake Hooks
Chelsea Elise Hudson
Allison D. Hunter
Selina M. Jaber
Ashley Jones
Lori Miller Kissell
Daylonda Princess Lee
Tyshea Simone Lewis
Jason Lohr
Bernard Joseph Mack II
Tanyardzwa B. Madenyika
Angela L. Martin
Rachel Elizabeth Mathews
Rena Lisa McCaffrey
LaWanda Gayle McIntyre
Timothy Austin McKim
Amanda Marie McKnight
Lindsay Renae Metz
Tifaney La-Keshia Millwood
Carmen Morrison
Evon David Owen
Simone V. Parker
Sheila Mutinta Phipps
Lisa Campbell Pullis
Robert T. Rathbone
Marcus A. Riter
Ethan Aaron Roberts
Kierra Latrice Robinson
Dora Gale Rosser
Stacey Allison Rusterholz
Rochelle C. Sanders
Sun Mi Shin
Shakina Moná Simeona-Lee
Joanna E. Smith
Kassidy B. Sparks
Greta Stookey
Melissa Ashley Stringfellow
Catherine Olivia Vernon
Jessica Russell Ward
Aimee Elizabeth Wardle
Daniel B. Wheeler
Rasheka Wheeler
Beverly Williams
Ghadeer Yaqoub

Master of Fine Arts

Laura B. Jernigan
Kimberley Jones
Kathryn Julia Kehoe
Danielle Rae Kinne
Lucas Condor Klingberg
Stephen Ryan Loch
Elena Christine Makarion
Jennifer Leigh Mann
Caitlin A. McCann
Christopher Metz
David C. Moore
Carmen Eliz’beth Neely
Kathleen Littleton Robinson
Julie Elizabeth Robles
Sheena Leeann Rose
David Lee Row
Jessica Alicia Shell
Claire Kathleen Simpson
Virginia Alise Smith
Kristin Alexandra Soler
Richelle Elaine Soper
Soheil Tajeddini
Amanda E. Thomas
Michael Joseph Tourek
Abigail Louise Van Patter
Jessica Moran Van Rheenen
Amanda M. Warriner
Sean Malcolm Whiteford
Lindsay Elizabeth Winthrop
Michael Woods
Elizabethe Jean Adalia Wouters
Master’s Degrees

Master of Library and Information Studies

Elizabeth A. Acevedo
Amanda Johnson Austin
Hayley Loy Burson
Angela Nicole Carter
Elisabeth Warnock Carter
Sarah Elizabeth Clemens
Gloria Shae Cooke
Courtney Brooke Davidson
Sophia A. Demetri
Kelly Jo Denzer
Faith Manuel Donkor

Jennifer Christina Earwood
Amy A. Jordan
Amber Rose Kay
Matthew Douglas Kelly
Leslie Michelle Kessler
Yuen Kwang Kim
Jenna M. Knight
Victoria Lynn Komljenovic
Rachel Marie Koury
Brenda M. Lance
Lisa L. Lawless

Nancy Tomczak Lingle
Sarah Long Loor
Amanda Louise Perri
Sarah K. Prescott
Melisa Ann Pressley
Molloy V. Rogers
Akira Sakai
Carol Christine Sevin
Marilia Elizabeth Wimberly
Tatyana Yashayeva

Master of Music

Taiki Azuma
Kenan Yedidiah Baker
Justin Perry Cowan
Alexander Fisher
Am’re J. Ford
Natalie Rose Havens
Richard Leon Hodges
Derek Wayne Jackheimer
Laura L. Laird
Nicholas G. Luciano

Colin Norquist McDearman
Karl Albert Metzger
Carlen Marie Myers
Nathan Gregory Phillips
Corinne Judith Policriti
Michael Bradley Robinson
Mary Brantley Safrit
Kerry Martin Shimfessel
Grijda Spiri
John A. Stemke

Ran Sun
Justin O’Neal Swaim
Chunyuan Tang
Jacob Ryan Thiede
Shelby Lynn Thiedeman
Michael David Wagner Jr.
Maxwell S. Wang
Christa Marie White
Binshan Zhao

Master of Public Affairs

Kimberly K. Cothran
Hunter Philip Frank
Sara Elizabeth Hancock
Annie M. Luxmore Martinie

Sara Louise Pilling
Brianna A. Salamone
Allison Elaine Wray

Master of Public Health

Gillian Carly Adler
Jennifer Rena Aiken
Alexandria Monique Anderson
Mikafui E. Antonio-Obese
Lindsey Nicole Arthur
Laura Bloch Bolton
Adrienne Elizabeth Cherry
Heather Marie Cover
Rita Maria Dominguez
Lindsay Marie Dozier
Gabrielle Semora Evans

Evan Andrew Gray
Lyndsey Caroline Henderson
Carlie Jean Houchen
Olivia Z. Jackson-Lewis
Shanu Jindal
Zoe Ronetta Jones
Surakshya Karki
Patricia S. Charlotte Knoepp
Zoë Mae Littmann
Brandon Neal Mendenhall
La’Toya Latricia Parker

Jessica Danielle Pollard
Kathryn Elizabeth Puttkammer
Iza Lisette Reyes
Laura Jane Rolke
Caitlin Sotebeer Romm
Devyn Monet Shaw
Pauravi Brooks Shippen-How
Casey Merie Eunice Thomas
Christa Briana Thornton
Tou Her Vang
Chelsea Leigh Whitfield

Master of School Administration

Elizabeth Anne Bolick-Spillman
Stacie Wood Eggers
Whitney Bruce Fliehman
Jaime Lynn Noack

Katina L. Peace-Perry
Paul Donovan Wright
Master's Degrees

Master of Science

Somya Agarwal
Alaa Hassan Ahmed Ahmed
Shuayl Shabab A. Alotaibi
Joshua T. Andrews
Meredith Brianne Andrews
Ashlea Kate Armstrong
Prajakta Madan Badgajar
Om Sri Sai Veena Balusu
Kristen Maria Barr
Donald Samuel Beck
Martha Pledge Benbow
Lauren Victoria Bennett
Smita Bhairgond
Anitra Renee Black
Peter Wilson Blum IV
Kayla Danielle Boggs
Rachel Tamrin Branson
Wilson Carter Brooks
Chelsey Ellen Burden
Joshua T. Andrews
Meredith Brianne Andrews
Ashlea Kate Armstrong
Om Sri Sai Veena Balusu
Kristen Maria Barr
Donald Samuel Beck
Martha Pledge Benbow
Lauren Victoria Bennett
Smita Bhairgond
Anitra Renee Black
Peter Wilson Blum IV
Kayla Danielle Boggs
Rachel Tamrin Branson
Wilson Carter Brooks
Chelsey Ellen Burden
Denise Anne Callahan
Erika K. Chang
Shanmugam Chellappan
Matthew David Chang
Hayden Christopher Chair
September Chapple
Pramod Chatterjee
Bradley Michael Cheek
Nancy Chrest
Jordan Charles
Tripti Chug
Caroline Chupp
Rainier Cistaro
Liliana Cisneros
Kevin Covington
James Clayton
Megan Erinn Craig
Elise Croswell
Candace Dominique Carter
Shea R. Chrismon
Daniel E. Clark
Lina Elizabeth Clausel
Elizabeth Ann Clasing
Adam Parker Clayton
Danielle K. Roman Coffey
Davis Earl Collins
Amanda Lee Corder
Erica Lynn Cousins
Kristen Danielle Crutchfield
Khushboo D. Dantara
Candace Roberta DeSantes
Andrew John Deutschman
Sarah Joanne Dick
Maria Luiza Abel Dixon
Lela Durakovic
Robyn Frances Edwards
Joseph Michael Egan
Megan Leanne Ensinger
Sarah Marie Espinoza
Kinga Moran Faulkner
Nicholas Daniel Feiler
Christian Robert Felkl
Kathryn Elizabeth Fetner
Faith Gabrielle Fleming
Logan John Frame
David Michael Frazer
Shelby Nicole Gabello
Mary Katherine Garbarini
Ashwini Giridhar
Justin Thomas Golding
Sneha Gopagoni
Robert Wilson Gorrell
Elisa Renee Grant
Rebecca Lynn Gregory
Emilea Gross Grubbs
Leslie Ann Harris
Matthew B. Higgins
Lauren Victoria Hill
Erin Michelle Huber
Michele Tonnette Jackson
Sneha Jagarlamudi
Ramone Jones
Kelsey E. Joyce
Tamar J. Katzoff
Laura Ruth King
Aymone J. Sokonan Kouame
Chris Scott LaFlam
John Tae-Han Lee
Melissa Danielle Leonard
Rebecca Lynn LeShay
Andre Alexander Lewis
Cunqing Liu
Xin Liu
Chanel Lojacono
Jordan M. Long
Justin Michael Long
Tianqi Luo
Ryan P. MacPherson
Shruti Majety
Masoud Malekmohammadi
Carl J. Manner III
Wayne Antonio Marsh
April Ann Marshall
Brittany Christina Martell
Kyle W. McRee
Kristin Dorothy Medlin
Sara Ann Mendonca
Azaria Noelle Miller
Bryan Timothy Mitchell
Michelle Frances Moseley
Cierra Nicole Murphy
Jason M. Needham
Jonathan M. Nelson
Jamian DeRome Newton
Pamela Linton Norcross
Akash Pardeshi
Donovan A. Parker II
Elissa Padgett Pope
Sara Parker Puckett
Laxmikanth Racharla
Michael L. Raper
Peter David Rehder
Aviry Lynn Reich
Aileen Marea Reid
Nicole L. Reith
Lace Blake Rhoten
Kristopher K. Roark
Joseph Mitchell Rosasco
Victoria Claire Elaine Roth
Michael Russell
Sean L. Russell
Cynthia Guadalupe Sandoval
Sommayah Shaker Sayed
Jordan Lynzee Schultz
Kyle Taylor Scott
Carolyn A. Sears
Vanessa Elizabeth Seiglie
Swathik Sindhe
Sushma Singireddy
Holly Michelle Sluder
Kristin Caviness Spence
Alexandra Katrina Stanczak
Aliosa Stojanovic
Tyler Jeffrey Strachan
Farhad Sultanov
Allison Michelle Thomson
Divya Totempudi
Chun Hei Tsui
Madhavi Unnam
Scott Vaikkauskas
Norma A. Valentín
Kenneth M. Vansparrentak
Rachel Anne Veazey
Tyler James Wendell
Danette E. Whitaker
Breton Reece Williams
Glenn Elizabeth Woerndle
Valerie Wolf
Rachel Edwards Wright
William Arthur Young
David Bradley Zich

Master of Science in Athletic Training

Ryan A. Fowler
Jessica M. Howard
Alison Rose McKnight
Richard Carlton Metzler Jr.
Jennifer H. Reading
Shelly S. Rutledge
Michael Jamison Tremblay
Morgen Regine Wade
Samuel Dean Walker
Master's Degrees

Master of Science in Nursing

Kellei Christensen Agostinelli
Amy Landis FormyDuval
Timothy Heath Lambert
Carmen DeAnne Minter

Theresa Collins Morton
Mary Nichole Planisek
Jessica Hope Lloyd Rothrock

Master of Social Work

Hunter Kay Barnes
Sandra Barrera
Anna Black
Sirrell Butler
Jessica Cartwright
Meredith Casacchia
Katie Chrismon
Marissa Cockrell
Cindy Dezern
Katie Dockery
Lisa Edmond
Antonisha Lashea Floyd
Sasha Giles
Christian Glover

Tamesha Goddard
Candace Lee Hyatt
Autumn Karsho
Catherine Sheer Kliegle
Stefanie Lawson
Vanessa Lowe
Cydney Mankins
Stephanie Miles
Elizabeth Miller
Ebonie Mitchell
Kayla Nelson
Marlon Nolen
Nicole Oduh
Brandon Earl Outlaw

Tessa Pearson
Terrence Pleasants
Tray Rauschkolb
Lindsay Reynolds
Jonathan Riffey
Justina Simmons
Genevieve Emily Smith
Celeslie Valcourt
Mai Lee Vue
Dana Williams
Melissa Williams
Shaniqua Wood
Grace E. Wyer
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts

1 Brianna Doreen Abrams
Michael Shawn Adams
Albert Ake
Meena A. Albu Shamah
Faduma Ali
Elizabeth Margaret Allen
Jessica Taylor Allen
Adeola M. Alli
Morgan Victoria Allred
Jenna Marie Amundson Moss
Soumeya Zina Anane
Liza G. Anderson
Christina R. Angel
Nicholas Ryan Anthony
Emily Apple
Brittany Reneé Archie
Natalie G. Ayscue
Andrew Thomas Baatz
Ashley Jean Bagwell
Taylor Marie Bailey
Unity J. Bailey
Brandon Baker
Jacob Baker
Sarah Amer Baker
Tollison Banh
Chantelle V. Barber
David Daniel Bare
Falon Jeanine Barker
Sierra Brooke Barlowe
Brooke Elizabeth Barrett
Medena Bartley
Devin Wayne Bass
Richard Anthony Bazan
Nicholas James Bazzelle
Lauren Dolce Beard
Kali A. Benjamin
William Obote Benjani
Asjiah Benoit
Laura Anne Benson-Greer
Rayjeanna Shahidah Bernier
Maya Shanell Bishop
Rachel Maureen Blackburn
Shaquille E. Blackstock
Lyndsey Blalock
Bradley Arthur Bliss Jr.
1 Zachary Daniel Blizard
Tiffany Boley
Alexander Kyle Bond
Christopher D. Bonner
Katie Nicole Bowen
Enoch Anthony Bowles
Drew T. Bowman
Chelsea Danielle Bradshaw
Wesley Bradshaw
Hannah M. Brady
Jerry Neal Brand
Jacinta Jocelyn Brett
Jordan Broom
Alexea N. Brown
Cha’Delle Lavon Brown
Hillary Amanda Brown
Jenni Mariah Brown
Jessica N. Brown
Summer Lastar Brown
Emily Marie Bruzzo
William Warren Bryan
Matthew Perry Bryant
Samantha Jolyn Buchanan
Isabella Maria Buckley
Michael Burgess
Thomas Lion Burke
Alisha Marie Burton
Anna Marie Burton
Candace Roni Burton
Roseanne Leigh Butchart
Diane Cherese Byerly
Dierra Ann Bynum-Reid
Andrew Byrum
Faith Cabarrus
Aaron Calloway
Anthony Marc Camacho
Marleny Campuzano
Kelley Ann Cansler
Karen Francis Carr
Megan Andres Carroll
Ryan Clark Carroll
Christian Trey Carter-Ross
Diamond N. Cash
Jordan Nicole Cassell
Selina Chalk
1 Rachel A. Chaney
Lauren Shannel Cherry
Adamka Tyler Chidomere
Hyeyeon Choi
Olivia K. Chzasz-Bagwell
Molly Cieri
Erin Cathleen Clark
Ryan Alexander Clark
Kevin Clement
Michaela Shane Cleveland
Maebre Rendale Clinard
Taylor Bradley Coalson
Cailltin Michelle Cobb
Brandon Scott Coggins
Deswin Aboki Cole
Ryan Austin Cole
Tiranda L. Collett
Hydeia T. Collington
Brooke Allison Collins
Kimberly Ann Comito
Emily Cone
Arielle S. Conley
Emma Connell
Zachary Achilles Constantinidis
Cody Michael Cook
Stephanie Cheynenne Cooke
Lindsay Cooklin
Leslie Corbett
Leishka Cordero
Maya Jewell Coston
Anna Jin Isabel Cox
George Ethan Cox
Kimberly Crompton
Hannah Wallace Crouse
Maya Ashante Crumbley
Zandra Inez Cuff
Taylor S. Currie
Kiana A. Daniel
Kathryn Laura Daubenspeck
Chad Austin Davis
Leavie J. Davis III
Paul Bornmann Davis Jr.
Sierra Laneek Davis
Talisa Moneé Davis
Kristen Ann Day
Allison Denise Daye
Ellen Marshall Dayton
Yancil De Morla
Sarah Fitsumberhan Debru
Anna Kristine Decker
Kalen Delapp
Agustin J. Deleon Guerrero Jr.
Barbara Allison Dennison
Enrique J. Diaz
Elizabeth Anne Dickerson
Amanda Jane Dickhoff
Christopher S. Dillon
Maria H. Ditcheva
Mary Elizabeth Donovan
Kelsey Morgan Dorrill
Rebecca Elizabeth Dorsett
Hannah Marie Drewis
Kimberly Clare Driscoll
Jordan Miller DuBois
Christopher Blake Eakes
1 Domonique Alexis Edwards
Dylan Timothy Edwards
William Stephen Edwards
Morgan L. Elliott
Stuart Thomas Elliott
Robert Gilliam Ellis-Liang
Rosa Iris Escobar
Haleigh Evans
Tiana Leshee Evans
Carly R. Everhart
Henry Jackson Gordon Faherty
Biola B. Famimiko
Ali Faraz

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Nabeela Farhat
Janine Elizabeth Farina
Kailyn Nicolay Parkas
Jennifer Elaine Felix
Cari Paige Fields
Zabrina K. Figueroa
Michael A. Finney
Ty’era Rakiah Fisher
Ebonee Diamond Fleming
Alexa Florencio-Picazo
Daniel H. Foil
Vanessa Paige Fontana
Candice Elise Forbes
Alecia Marie Foster
Cy’Nashia Justine Foster
Aaron Matthew Fountain
Christine Marie Fry
Danielle Grace Fryar
Jarrett Matias Fullerton
Cristiano Vinicius Gaines
Stefanie Loriel Garcia
Jennifer Ann Gardner
Brittany Amber Garner
Jessica Elizabeth Giardullo
Dawn Shavnte Gillespie
Lee Mitchell Gilliam
Marisa Guerrero Gonzalez
Nicholas Lee Goodman
Kaelin Graham
Alejandra Granados
Nicholas Tyler Grant
Jason Patrick Griffin
Jordan Ciesielski Griffin
Nicholas Robert Grogan
Kristine Guhne
Katherine Elizabeth Gulledge
Thomas Benjamin Guthrie
Kimia Hafezi
Nancy M. Hall
Dominique M. Haller Contreras
Caitlin Boycher Hamlett
Myunghan Han
Robin Catharine Hancock
Dominick Maurice Hand
Michael Garrett Hanksin
Thomas Osman Hanley
Aariene Lashay Hansley
Preston Adair Harrell
Deantrai Saquan Hartsfield
Kimberly Ann Harvey
Paula Renee Hauf
Kathryn Grace Haynes
Asante B. Hazziez
Brittany Michelle Hedrick
Kier D. Hellgeth
Justin Michael Hemric
Natalie Carolyn Hendrickson
Mary Gerald
Yenifer Hernandez-Dominguez
Connor Starr Higgins
Ryan K. Hill
Jonathan Zachariah Hinshaw
Rachel Anne Hirsh
Ryan Ashley Hoffmann
Robin Malia Holde
Dylan Dupree Holmes
Zachary Ray Holt
Kevin Baul Hombrebueno
Kelly Nicole Hook
Lainey Elizabeth House
Zola Mack Howard
Jennifer Elaine Hubbard
Amanda B. Hunt
Treshawn Akeem Hunt
Teianna Omega Huntley
Jeffrey R. Hurtt
Arooj Fatima Hussain
Algudaihi Hussein
Ghassan Khalil Ilbais
Elonzo Jaquel Imes
Linden Scott Jackson
Britney Alexis Jacobs
Mackenzie Beth Janes
Kelly Jarvis
Miki Andrew Jimbo
Kennedy Chianne Johnson
Matthew T. Johnson
Rodney S. Johnson
Vincent Raynard Johnson II
Zachary Keith Johnson
Andrew Devin Johnston
Brian George Johnston
Keisha G. Johnston
Angelica Monique Jones
Haley L. Jones
Kirby P. Jones
Patricia Anne Jones
Robert Jervon Jones III
Christopher V. Jordan
Hope Renee Joyce
Hannah Elizabeth Judd
Lee-Jun K. Kalawaia
Irene Marsijanie Kasiman-Loyd
Mayre Noelle Kassakatis
Letitia Krista Kasubinski
Rebekah E. Kates
Jessica Renee Keenan
Lyndsey Ann Kelley
Sibyl L. Kemp
Jennifer Brianna Kendall
Caleb Kerns
Kelly Ann Kerr
Ruquia K. Khan
Mitchel J. King
Ravyn Alexis Kingsberry
Mary Ann Kiser
Philip Kitchen
Darcie Elizabeth Knight
Grace Hunter Kornegay
Hai Ting Kwong
Luis Angel Lachos
Jessica Nicole Lambert
Joshua Alan Landreth
Kinzse Lang
Bryant Stefan Joseph Laughlin
Ji Young Lee
Devin Luke Lenahan
Jeremy Leonard
Linda C. Levanti
Jasmine A. Levy
Imani Renee Lewis
Kim Marie Lindsey
Jon E. Lineberry
Robert Maier Littlejohn
Hannah Rebekah Lonsinger
Karen Lopez-Benitez
Brittany Rebecca Lord
Sarah A. Love
Emily I. Lovette
Kara Nicole Lowery
Rachael Nicole Lowry
Jamie Linnea Luckhaus
Melissa Anne Lykins
Evan Brucker Lyne
Ellen MacLean
Emily E. Maggard
Jonathan Michael Maness
Janai Akilah Manning
Katerina Nicole Mansour
Ebony Robyn Marcial
April Martin
Caroline R. Martin
Sarah Cathryn Martin
Amber Martinez
Jessica Isabel Martinez
Jaime Martinez Romo
Myah Elaine Mason Alston
Alexandria L. Mauney
Tyler Jeffrey Mavity
Colin W. Mayo
Catherine Victoria Mazo
Amanda Nicole McCoy
Christopher Lee McCoy
Imari Rose McCoy
Darrell Mcculley Jr.
Alishia Renee’ Mccullough
Jessica Lynn McEnaney

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Kelly Michelle McIntosh
Juwan Quadrick McKenzie
Tyler Wilson McLean
Ashley Makayla McLeod
Diaria S. Mcmanus
Carolyn Mcmasters
Stasha Satique Mcmillan
Tia Nicole McPhatter
Shenea Lynne McPherson
Crystal Unruh Meade
Mitchell Edward Melkonian
1 Morgan Kelly Mena
Kevin Foster Merrill
Alexandra Emily Michael
Sven Saunders Milder
Denyse Michelle Miller
Mynia I. Miller
Jenny Elizabeth Mills
Zuzana Mironovova
Jazmine Missouri
Mekdes Germa Mitiku
Lindsay Paige Moffitt
Andrea Christine Moore
Jeffrey Moore
1 Kayla Moore
Kieara S. Moore
Maurice Moore
Carlos Manuel Morales
Elizabeth Kelsey Morton
Kaitlin Elizabeth Mosher
Kathryn Elizabeth Mowry
Daniel Christopher Mungal
Chinyelu Onyinye Muonagolu
Brittany Myra Murdock
Casey M. Murdock
Chanel Monieck Murray
Gaston Alexander Murray Jr.
Madison Catherine Myers
Christian D. Melville Nafekh
Catherine Natal-Martinez
Erin Patricia Neely
Master Nelson
Keri A. Newsome
Bernadette C. Ngetich
Tuyet Thi Nguyen
Sarah Elizabeth Nix-Denmark
Sean T. Norton
Kimani Nyante
Leslie Ocampo
Madalina Ochenatu
Naomi O'Connor
Allison Terri Odom
Brian Michael O'Keefe
Chelsea Robertson Oliver
Osvaldo Gabriel Otero
Sarah Middleton Owen
Angeleah P. Owens
1 Austin James Palenick
Mark Taylor Parent
Rayvonda Jaques Taylor Parson
Megan Elizabeth Parsons
Emily J. Paspy
Devon Leeann Paul
Lorenzo A. Pedro
Megan Lucile Peed
Courtney Dawn Pendley
Nicholas Robert Perry
Whitney Dominique Perry
Mathieson Phibbs
Aaron Thomas Pifer
Mirurgia Marilva Pinas
Jennifer E. Plouffé
Eva Danielle Pope
Jeffrey Lynn Porter Jr.
Crystal Ann Powell
Donna Jean Previtte
Corrie Primm
Margaret Lindner Pruett
Kelsey Loran Pruitt
Tajae Rykkardo Pryce
Matthew Logan Raynor
Daniel Isaiah Reed
Kara Elizabeth Reels
Rosa Isela Renteria Jimenez
Tashiana Marie Reynolds
Brittany Shaye Rich
Matthew G. Richard
Meredithe June Richards
Michael Calahan Riley
Alina Joan Ringland
Joshua Reid Rivers
Graeme Joseph Roberts
Mary-Catherine E. Roberts
Benjamin Jordan Robertson
Kristen Paige Robinson
Vincent Michael Robinson
Joseph Eric Rodriguez
Katherine Nicole Rodriguez
Logan James Rohde
Matthew Sherwood Roller
Jessica Z. Romero
Rozalia Smith Romocki
Anthony M. Ross
Kathleen Ross
Allysa Delmae Rouse
LaQuanda Ruffin
Rachel Ryding
Sophie Ariane Rynas
Mohammad A. F. Taha Salamah
Samantha Alexi Salazar
Alexandria Danielle Salisbury
Chelsea Salvato
1 Danielle Louise Salvatore
Ana Elisa Sanchez Martinez
John Wesley Sanders
Victoria Sanders
Sarah F. Schroeder
Larkin Brianna Sears
Cara L. Sharpe
Olivia Jane Shaw
Justin Ryan Sheares
S. Nichole Sheets
Mandee S. Sheff
Laura Mintz Shepard
Meagan Nicole Shermer
Autumn Brianna Naté Shipman
Olufemi Jenai Shittu
1 Charlotte Abigail Shoaf
Latoya D. Sides
Samantha D. Sillaman
Franci Yamanchi Singletary
Ashley Elizabeth Skelton
Lindsey W. Slayton
Khadidra Renee Smith
Tracy Mckenzie Smith
Zachary Grey Smith
April D. Snell
Caroline Rose Somerville
Christian Alexander Sosa
William Southerland
Sarah Ashley Specht
Lon Spencer
Tyrell R. Spencer
Kasey Nicole Spry
Emily Beth Stack
1 Geoffrey Nicholas Stagg
Amyrose G. Stephen Rabess
Kelsey Jane Stewart
Chelene Nichole Stone
Kashif Raheem Stone
Jackson Streitwieser
Sara Stutts
Nicholas B. Suciu
Victoria A. Sutlles
Brandon James Swann
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Talmont
Brittani Nakia Taylor
Cassandra Nicole Taylor
Toniqua Lachelle Taylor
Clifton Brock Thomas
Lindsay M. Thomas
Matthew Porter Thompson
Devin Nicole Tilley
Nicolle Tomeo
Greyden Joseph Toone
1 Elizabeth Shockley Traub
Jessica Lynn Trivett
Khadijah Roshell Tucker

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Sheri Leann Tucker
Jonathan Turnbull
Kietta Monique Turrentine
Jessica Twitchell
Dillon Neil Tyler
Anita Jordan Tyndall
Leslie E. Upchurch
Joe Luis Valdez
Eric Scott Van Emden
Madison Cole Van Velsor
Bergui Vanderhorst
Olger A. Varela
Cheryl Velasquez
Zachary J. Via
Marshall Gray Wagoner
Selina Latisha Walker
Breanna Chantel Wallace
Aziza Ndy Ward
Stephanie Michelle Watkins
Tyler J. Watkins
Patrick David Watterson
Shelby Regina Watts-Stewart
Ashlynne Renee Webb
Loren Elizabeth Weckbacher
Holly Adara Weiss
Erin Weston
Jessica Leigh Whanger
Gloria Lauren Wheeler
Jamal Louis Wilkinson
Jazmine Samone Williams
John Tyler Williams
Nikita C. Williamson
Takariah D. Willis-Finney
Savannah R. Wilson
Mary Elena Windsor
Cassi M. Winfree
Ashley Kimaya Witherspoon
Anne Miller Wittenberg
Mary Christanna Woody
Aleah Wright
Darius G. Wright
Sally Blade Wyatt
Jennifer Ann Wylie
Linwood Dimitri Yancey Jr.
Tommy Tou Mao Yang
Elizabeth Marie Yarbrough
La’Quntis Dymond Young
Gabrielle Nicole Zendan

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Olivia Lee Adams
Briana Anderson
Lorien Mariya Anderson
Margaret Ann Bailey
Christina Ashley Bennett
Alexandra Kay Brigman
Ruth C. Brown
Akasha L. Buzov
Callie Renee Caldwell
Erin Michelle Carter
Kayla Michelle Carter
Alexandra Christensen
Sierra Preche Clark
Cambrin A. Culp
Sean William Daliege
Emily Noelle Dolce
Matthew Heydan Elliott
Deborah Mowery Englund
Abigail Leigh Eudy
Rosemary M. Field
Tyler Petion Gardner
Gabriella Gonzales
Chelsea Ellen Green
Jamee Megan Grossman
Ashley Joy Hallenbeck
Ji Hye Han
Quinn Alexandria Hunter
Shannon Mary Keller
Linda Ann Kent
Anne Rowland Kidd
Da-Eun Kim
Alanea Marie Kriete
Jillian Renee Lee
Marissa Moore
Hunter Gregory Morton
Hunter Kyle Murray
Arianna T. Ortega
Ashley Renee Osborne
Thomas Peace
Charles Elliott Platt
Allison Lanier Puppo
Alexandria Stephanie Reams
Meredith Alaine Richardson
Clint Sprague Ronsick
Leslye Rubio
Lily Katherine Isabelle Sala
Shelby Kathleen Scattergood
Allison Leigh Schoonhagen
Amber Nichole Scott
Jacob Gideon Sechter
Isaac Anthony Smith
Taylor Snider
Marley Elizabeth Soden
Corynne D. Stroy
Muzummal Tallat
Han Thi Bao Tran
Jenny Trúc Trần
Elizabeth Shockley Traub
Todd Turner
Aaron David Tzarathe
Ariel C. Vernon
Gwendolyn Alyce Vest
Julie Boger Winkle
Dingling Zhong

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Sarah A. Mohamed Aboeid
Mohammed Fareed Abuzuaiber
Rebecca E. Adams
Hassan Sheraz Ahmed
Omodesola C. Ajayi
Arturo R. Angeles
Matthew Louis Armfield
Matthew D. Ballard
Mohamed Bara
Robert H. Bardsley IV
Aaron C. Blanchard
Jasmine Bobadilla
Marc Edward Bryan
Jordan Bryant
Katherine Emily Callow
Matthew Leo Check
Anna Marie Choiniere
Jacob Alexander Cleary
Shelby Clarease Conyers
Matthew R. Craig
Jade Dawkins
Sunbin Deng
Steven Dixon
Jennifer Suzanne Doyle
Andrew Edwards
Scott P. Eisenhardt
Amy Charlotte Ellis
Emily Pearl Esterwood
Xinyu Feng
Emily Nicole Figueroa
Zabrina K. Figueroa
Kristen A. Fisher
Daniel H. Foil
Tiffany Denise Fowler
Ivanti Galloway
Michelle Garcia
Chelsea Anne Gardon
Kwenette S. Gbarbea
Michael C. Gillie
Stephen Augustus Gondring
Zoe Grace Goodnight
Thomas Alan Grant
Edwin Chavez Haro
Sarah Victoria Harris
Erin La'Cole Hawkins
Danielle Kayla Hill
Olivia Wilneisha Holloway
Zachary Russell Hutchinson
Justin Stuart Johnson
Tony J. Kendrick
Zeena Shahzada Khan
Carrie Jean Lambert
S. Michelle Landstreet
Yoon Jung Lee
Joseph Paul Lorenz
Christophe Andre’ Noel Madoz
Amber Kay Mains
Conner W. Martin
Irene Kimberley Martin
Ada Yris Martinez
Jessica Frances Mayhew
Monica J. McMahan
Alexander McMillan
Matthew R. Monfort
James R. Mooney Jr.
Ivy N. Morgan
Chase Austin Moureau
Alicia Nicole Muller
Christopher Todd Murphy
Emily C. Nance
Leah Neese
Zachary Taylor Nelson
Arthur Mark Notini
Owoicho Emmanuel Ogah
Augustine Owusu
Steven Chase Patton
Osbin Frenet Perdomo Rosales
Mimi Lan Pham
Johnson Phexumphou
Matthew James Phillips
Patricia Lynn Pittman
Mohannad Ali Qunbar
1 Lewis Thomas Randall
Evan Rees
Jessica Lauren Reid
Justin Daniel Saar
Natalie Saint Eliot
Kimberly Saldana
Brittney Nicole Sanders
Domuniikk R. Santiago
Patrick R. Sheldon
Kenneth Richard Short
Dailian M. Silverio
Karl Smink
Adam Luke Southgate
Samantha W. Stangl
Matthew Allen Stevens
Louis Angelo Sulit
Brandon Michael Sumner
Nyqueisha LaCole Thomas
Franchesca Marilyn Ugarte
Cuc Thi Van
Panhia Vang
Rohan Deepak Vechlekar
Oscar Rafael Villanueva-Sierra
Kiante Ife Walker
Taylor Nicole Walker
Wei Wang
Richard Evan Welser
David Nathan Whiteman
Bailey M. Wysong
Marwan Khalid Zamamiri
Shenjie Zhang

Bachelor of Arts

Zachary James Agee
Jessica Ann Atterbury
Katherine Kay Basey
Kevin Stanley Bekolo
Zachary Daniel Blizard
Ian Wyatt Carter
Ian Michael Charles
Xin Chen
Joel Alexandria Clegg
Ariel Daisha-Lynn Duncan
Donald Lee Elliott III
Alexander Lee Green
Brandon E. Green
Daniel W. Hall
Sydney Dawn Hall
Stephanie Ann Hanyok
Ker Htoo
Zaira Viteria Jackson
Ricky J. Logan Jr.
Travis C. Mabe
Joanna Migliore Meyer
Jessica Marshall Morgan
Jessica Rae Oldham
Christopher Reingen
April Marie Richardson
Boubacarr G. Sankareh
Amy L. Travis
Desiree Dawn Wall
Katelyn Brooke Weber

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bryan School of Business and Economics

Bachelor of Science

1 Marielle Quinones Abbott
Fernando Dimas Acosta
Michael Jamar Adams
Barrett C. Albright
Maria Camila Aleman Araoz
Jonathan Alexander Allison
Carly Michelle Almes
Bethany Alston
Amy Arzola
Stefani N. Ashkinazy
Carrie E. Austin
Ebony N. Bagley
Docquin S. Ballard
Corey Mitchell Barger
Tyler Charrae Barringer
Sandeep Singh Bassi
Brooke Nicole Batchelor
Bryant Logan Beane
Nazia Begum
Danielle Alexis Bellomo
Essence Chanel Bernier
Lauren Patricia Betlach
Dev Bhandari
Abigail L. Black
Claudia Lenz Blair
Arthur Andrew Boudman
Deborah Taylor Boyles
Jonathan M. Bozarth
Erik Brown
Jirraine Lamont Brown
Ronnell DeAndre’ Brown
Shiloh Emmanuel Bryant
Leslie Nicole Bunker
Kayla Nicole Byington
Stephen L. Caldwell
Zachary T. Capell
Gregory Allen Carpenter Jr.
Travis L. Carter
Brittney Nicole Chaney
Rachel A. Chaney
Kimberly M. Cheek
Kelly Francis Chege
Mark Anthony Chinn
Kelly Sue Clement
Anna Clifton
Hannah Ingram Cox
Jessica A. Cranfill
Tyler Scott Creech
Britney M. Crews
Corey Lee Croegaert
Madison Haley Crooks
Taylor D. Curbeam
Nicholas Ian Curl
Lee O. Currie
Ashley Nicole Davis
Loren N. Davis
Myra McKnight Davis
Nicholas Graham Davis
Angelina Catina Shalina DeLay
Amber Lauren Diaz
Karina Diaz
Judith Israel Dixon
Sasha Leshell Dorsey
David Allen Dudley
Sally Z. Duquette
Kevin Hunter Eddins
Justin Marcus Edge
Elena Marie Eisert
Ryan Dean Eisma
John J. Elwood III
Bridgette Makenzie Epps
Madison Huntley Erwin
Alexandria Marie Everette
Dallas Jordan Fardel
Dennis J. Farlow
Rachel Finger
Zoe Paulina Fishman
Claire Elizabeth Flamand
Dawshon Tyrelle Fleming
John Forest Pollari
Tremir L. Ford
Katherine Fore
Ciara Nicole Fowler
Kinsley Jade Fraser
Austin J. Frazier
Travis R. French
Janae Lacheal Fulmore
Sharon D. Galloway
Jasmine Quierra Gary
Jana Alicia Gibson
Christopher E. Gilreath
Paulina R. Giovacchini
Joel Walter Godfrey
Julian E. Gooch
Tyler Tashian Goodwin
Kendra R. Graves
Kevin Thomas Gray
Kashuel Bone’t Green
Emily Renee Gregory
Ryan Scott Haidinger
Luke Stanley Haithcock
Floria Hance-Morant
Andrea Haskins
Zara Alia Hassan
Chad E. Heard
Claudia Analee Henley
Mary Hicks
Orlando C. Hightower
A’lycia Hill
April D. Hill
Kimberly Hill Vaughan
Lindsey Renae Hill
Deana Marie Hodges
L’Vasia Monique Holloway
Trey Alstin Horsley
Sharmane Levette Horton
Nicholas D. Horvath
Brittany Helana Hudson
Michael D. Huffstickler
Hamad Husain
Erik J. Hutton
Molly Faye Idol
Stephon Dimitri Ingram
Jacob Lindsey Jackson
Earl Chester James III
Sylvia Jean James
Peter Jelinek
Yuxuan Jin
Aaron Leslie Johnson
Brandon Brooks Johnson
Brett Bond Johnson
April P. Jones
Brittany Lauren Jones
Holly Christine Jones
Kristy Jones
Christiane A. Jowers
H David Scott Joyce
Melissa C. Juarez
Ole Chidiebere Kalu
Christopher Michael Kelly
Junaid Javed Khan
Vitumbiko Khonje
Ryan Trevon Kime
Falessah King
Kaleesha Nacole Knox
Kendra T. Koloff
Alexandra Marie Kosman
MaryAnn Kozikowski
Sunny Kumar
Chloe R. Kumar
Asad Lamot
Janet Paschal Lanier
Jennifer Lynn Lansink
Monica L. Lawing
Aaron Lee Lawler
Timothy Alan Leahy
Ashley Nicole Lemons
Daniel Richard Leuelling
James Joseph Lewis
Katherine Jo Link
Siwei Liu
Becky Janette Livengood
Kayel Locke
Morgan Johanna Long
Carrie Longnecker
Alexandria Vernise Loveless
Sherra Crump Lowder
Ha My H. Luu

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bryan School of Business and Economics

Bachelor of Science

Zaenab Mabifa
Jessica Ann Madsen
Rodrigo Magana
Christian Josue Maldonado
Jessika Dalene Mangum
Jared Kalil Manhertz
Kathleen W. Mantz
Erin Martin
Austin Lee Mask
Daniel B. Mason
Kelvin Kahira Mbochi
Stefanie Lyman Mcadoo
Amber Denise McBride
Savannah Lea McClendon
Isaiah McDonald
Timothy Eugene McGown Jr.
Emily Ann McKinney
John Windsor McMahan
Lydia R. McRae
Margaret Elizabeth McRainey
Judith A. Melvin

1 Morgan Kelly Mena
Tiffany Jenae’ Mervin
Elaina Lanore Meyer
Lauren Nicole Miller
Michoel Marie Miller
Daniel Adison Modernel
Nicole A. Monroe
Jarret Ocean Moore
Jason Richard Moore
Malcolm Vaughn Moore
Michelle Leigh Moore
Evon Amadeo Morgan
Jasmine Nichole Morrison
Robin G. Moulton
Dakorie Evan Murphy
Rami Najjar
Henry L. Newby
Shanice Tanaé Newkirk
James Junior Newman
Quynh Mai Minh Nguyen
Tu Nguyen
Tuyen Tran Hoang Nguyen
Brianne Lynne Nowak
Precious C. Nwachukwu
Oyindamola Tolulope Olayinka
Elizer Ortiz
Riley Glenn Ostoj
Travis Austin Owens
Lasse Samuel Palomäki
Jessica Nicole Peedin
Javonna S. Pendleton
Brittany Gunn Perry
Seth Pfund-Kraus
Marquevlous D. Phillips
Emily Jean Plowman
Nicole Marie Pochiari
Therome Primus Jr.
Joshua Michael Protzek
Angelica Louise Purcell
Lynn M. Randolph
Darcy Rayner
Alexander Rhyme Rhew
Charles M. Rich
Eric Richardau
Wendel T. Ridley Jr.
Emmanuel Rivera
Salib Joseph Rzik
Brian M. Roach
Shelly L. Roberts
Megan F. Rodenburg
Alexander Winfield Ross
Joshua Steven Rowland
Danielle Rudisill
Kaitlyn Delainey Runion
Nathaniel Cody Blake Russell
Taylor R. Rutledge
Mark P. Ryan
Cameron Sabol
Timothy William Seitzer
Zachary Ryan Sherman
Bradley Jeremy Sherrod
Gavanté Shirron Siler
Harkamal Singh
Kianna Sisco
Hannah Kristin Slaydon
Juraj Slovak
Aldrean Smith
Bryant Peyton Smith
Stephen H. Smith
Timothy L. Smith
Yu Song
Jenaia Andrisse Staten-Joefield
Caleb John Stout
William Grady Suddreth
Jaime Sutton
Steven Michael Sutton
William W. Taylor
Christopher Oneal Tazewell
Danielle S. Teah
Nahyr Ahmad Thomas
William Wood Thomas Jr.
Pifany Thornton
Danielle A. Thunder Hawk
Jasmin Torres
Lindsey Dionne Totten
HoangAnh Tran
Ellen Georgia Trastelis
William Graham Tregurtha
Jackson Davis Tyson
Joel C. Uwazurike
Duyen Quynh Vo
Nicholas Elliott Wade
Donté Lajuan Walker
Christina Leigh Wallace
Jiyao Wang
Yaohan Wang
Alan Scott Warman
Skyler Ridge Wasson
Lawrence Jamal Watkins
Quinterra Kar’esa Watkins
Hannah Kay Weavil
Jeffrey J. Wells
Caroline L. Wendt
Julia Renee Westerbur
Zachary Whitaker
1 Natalie Marie White
Christopher Wilcox Jr.
James E. Wild
Samantha Katelyn Wiley
Cameron Gray Willard
Jonathan Raynard Williams
Grace Jeanine Winberry
Patrick Wingate
Naporsha Winston
Ronnie Ivan Witherspoon
Charmaine E. Wray
Aaron Christopher Wright
Madison Elizabeth Wulf
Brandy Raquel York
Kelsey Rebecca York
Muraina Yusuf
Sarah Louise Zerbe
Haley Jane Zinser

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Education
Bachelor of Science

Holly Danielle Adams
Sara Diane Albert
Megan Avery Aldrich
Lakayla Sinai Allamby
Jessica Morgan Alley
Lindsey Michelle Allred
Samantha Joy Anderson
Katlyn Daniele Ayers
Kara Doyle Billings
Johanna Dora Bloom
Victoria Lynn Brillhart
Alyvia Marie Browning
Amineh Chandler
Raymond E. Cheek
Marjorie Elizabeth Church
Kayla Morgan Cole
Caityn Corena Coca
Hannah Elizabeth Cogswell
Catherine Elizabeth Cooke
Allison Copelan
Taylor Jade Cotten
Lauren Elise Day
Nicole Ann Cotten
Sarah Rose Doyle
Janae Monique Alexis Drayton
Shacarla E. Exum
Khailer Morgan Fales
Molly Rae Feimster
Taylor Marie Fucini
Aimee Rebekah Gordon
Morgan Emily Gore
Marisa Kathleen Graziano
Micah Nicole Grier
Katelyn Anne Grist
Maiaar Hafez
Rebecca Ashley Hatcher
Ashley N. Helms
Maryann E. Herbert
Tanner W. Herrin
Hallee Miranda Hocutt
Callie Mackenzie Holston
Courtney Shea Hooker
Chris Hubbard
VanaMary Pauline Isaac
Christine Policastro Johnson
Christopher N. Johnson
Alana Catherine Jones
Michelle D. Jones
Joseph Michael King
Bria Yvonte Lewis
Kristian Renee Lewis
Demetra Eleni Liapis
Jessie Loy
Kathryn L. Maclvor
Madison Lynn Mackie
Brandi Leigh Marsh
Morgan Elizabeth McCann
Carlyn Elizabeth McKisson
Stephanie Mercaldo
Mary Caroline Mize
Ericca Ann Morris
Donna M. Myers
Courtney Jean Nance
Hannah Michelle Nelson
Afton Marie O'Dell
Brandt Overman
Jordan Meleia Pace
Savanna Marie Patterson
Elizabeth A. Perry
Lyndsey Marie Peterson
Jordan Pitts
Charlotte Yvonne Pohlig
Deanthia Elizabeth Powell
Sarah Pritchard
Aliyah Prontaut
Hannah Marie Queen
Vanessa Alison Richardson
Carly Virginia Riddle
Ashley Marie Roberts
Briana Marie Roberts
Marshuna Renee Sanders
Cydney Alexandra Satterfield
Amy Schenck
Kasey-Lynn Morgan Schmidt
Ashley Elizabeth Scott
Amanda Blake Sharpe
Maria Nichole Shropshire
Brittany Dawn Smith
Paige C. Sorendo
Tempest L. Stokes
Traci S. Stultz
Irina Marie Suffixen
Katyline Louise Swanson
Elsa Anna Sylvester
Sophie Nicole Thompson
Liberty R. Tranbarger
Kaitlyn Tranbarger
Lane Rae Vecellio
Katie Elizabeth Vestal
Tierra Devon Wallace
Lindsey Taylor Wallen
Evangeline Christine Warring
Christina Dare Whitesell
Tracy Marie Wolf
Courtney Cherielle Woodberry
Madison Chandler Wooten

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
### Baccalaureate Degrees

#### School of Health and Human Sciences

#### Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antoine M. Fordham</td>
<td>Brianna Polanco</td>
<td>Toren Desiree Washington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Alemayehu</td>
<td>Katlyn Beth Cockerham</td>
<td>Miranda Annette Hege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby Ali</td>
<td>Whitney Kristina Coleman</td>
<td>Jennifer Ann Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmin A. Ali</td>
<td>Ebonie L. Coley</td>
<td>Meredith Lian Hicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Nicole Allen</td>
<td>Aimee Lynne Conklin</td>
<td>Sequoia A. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Perez Allred</td>
<td>Zoe P. Contogiannis</td>
<td>Alfred Ray Hilliard II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaikha Almesbah</td>
<td>Heather Arnette Cordle</td>
<td>Cory Thomas Hilliard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney E. Almond</td>
<td>Emily Ann Crater</td>
<td>Jazmyn E.W. Hinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco E. Almontufer</td>
<td>Joshua Eric Crawford</td>
<td>Erika Wentz Hobbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Allen Alvey</td>
<td>Carissa Danielle Crews</td>
<td>Emily Sue Hoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Dawn Amerson</td>
<td>Kashara Kimmy Cunningham</td>
<td>Tamara Holdaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Kalim Andraos</td>
<td></td>
<td>NaTasha T. Houpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Argent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Angela W. Hovey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jacqueline Aspinwall</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rochelle Rashan Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Maness Attayek</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Jefferson Hunt III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Heath Bagley</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cindy G. Rodriguez Ibarra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabetta Teresa Ballaben</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sue Barber</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allison Kristina Ioannides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'Myrah Nichole Bates</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Marie Isom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayana Celeste Battle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kellie L. Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rose Bell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daryne Nichole Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Janelle Bemisdarfer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Elisabeth John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Angela Bent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bertina Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen P. Bizzell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal Rashanda Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Caroline Blair</td>
<td></td>
<td>Erin Lynn Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Lynn Boehme</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathryn D. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Bernard Bradford</td>
<td></td>
<td>Makayla Julia Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomeka Renee Bright</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spencer Bray Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donisha Monée Brinson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Arielle Kerr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Monet Broadway</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tabeer Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Scott Brewer</td>
<td></td>
<td>William Abram Kirkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Littice Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneshia A. Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>Angelica Lynn Knight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne R. Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Jameson Knight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika N. Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aryn Mikal Ladley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhonda Sade Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td>Linsey Meka Lamb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Shanice Bullard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexis Le'shawn Lambert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miya Brenae Bullock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Natalie Christine Lands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marie Bullock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sara R. Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candice Burge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Langdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany L. Burney</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua A. Lanier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Breann Burris</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Wayne Lawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Rae Caldwell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thu Thao Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanna Inez Carr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Britanny Ariana Ledbetter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Celeigh Carroll</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amaris Nicole Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabiana Prado Carvalho</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christian Tracy Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn M. Caserta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kong Zong Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford A. Bumanglag Castillo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shemes Shimri Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Haley Cavalier</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yolande Andrea Ligons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren R. Chapman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chiquita D. Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Alexander Chesley</td>
<td></td>
<td>Katelyn Hope Little</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Health and Human Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Terry Hamilton Little
Allison N. Loeber
Ka Zoua Mary Lor
Jessica Nicole Lowdermilk
Victoria Ann Corona Lusk
Megan Angela MacDonald
Jessica D. Mackert
Amy L. Magee
Katrina Lynn Maine
Khennaeth Man
Sierra Ashley Maness
Nicole Mangione
Eugenia Joanna Marantos
Carol Cristina Marin
Ethan J. Marsh
Caralee Amber Mason
Erin Rose Matthews
Brandy Lee May
Gabrielle Oriel Maye
Alicia Corretta Mayhand
Lydia Nicole McCall
Joy Marie McCorkle
Marisa L. Mckissick
Victoria A. McLain
Shuntia Rameka McLeod
Kayla Briana McRae
Johanna Marie Messer
Patrick R. Miller
Almesha Janay Mitchell
Margaret Helena Mitchell
Patricia Montoya-Guzman
Haleigh Ragan Moore
David Jeffrey Motuz
Aaron Tyler Murray
Charles David Nance
Alexia Latrice Neal
Sydney Nicole Neighbors
Olivia Newell
Anastasia N. Ngugi
Cydney Joyce Nicholson
Ashley Macaya Nidiffer
Sarah Marie Norton
Shonta Shondel Norwood
Angela D. Nunn
Evan Elliott O'Neal
Kimberly Ann Owens
Laqualla Shante Owens
Lauren Olivia Parnell
Khadejah Anjane Parris
Caroline Regan Pate
Kaspioian J. Paula Bautista
Kathryn Rose Perez
Rachel Lynn Perrell
Indya Alyssa Perry
Jessica Lousie Peterman
Kendall Shae Phillips
Brandi Rayshawn Pickard
Jasmine Niketa Pittman
Amy O. Price
Carrie Wrenn Price
Lacey Irene Price
Raymond Glenn Proper
Susan Marie Purcell
Brandi Klingensmith Reams
Emma Davis Retew
April Marie Richardson
Gabrielle Ariana Richmond
Beth Allyson Ritenbaugh
Jade Cherise Roberson
Jaron Solomon Roberts
Gabriel Lee Robinson
Cassie Sorrells Rogers
Kysisa Lashelle Rogers
Michael Tashaun Rozelle
Aline Uwineza Ruhashya
Jasmine Lashay Russell
Kayla Imani Sadler
Lu'Keitha R. Satterfield
Brittany Nicole Schrum
Hannah Schooerer
Emily Grace Sharp
Holly Diane Sharp
Whitney Elizabeth Sharp
Stephanie S. Shaw
Tracy N. Shearin
Jacqueline Ann Shoe
Stephanie Blake Harris Sigmon
Erin D. Singleteray
Jasmine L. Slack
Zachary Martin Small
Bianca Nicole Smith
Cameron Jamal Smith
Courtney Taylor Smith
Garrett Alden Smith
Rachael Greer Smith
Samantha Burgess Smith

Makayla Nicole Smithers
Hannah Sneska
Julie Ann Snyder
Kate Dyanne Speice
Aldrea Lequan Speight
Krystal Monique Speights
Samantha R. Spruill
Cailyn Barbara Steele
Lauren Ashley Strickland
Thomas Edward Sumpter III
Samantha Leigh Sutcavage
Nakia Sutton
Donald Eugene Sweatt III
Lauren Nicole Sywenki
Qiana Nicole Talley
Vicki Lynette Tarry
Jaclyn Denise Taybron
Briana Marie Taylor
Bridgett Janetta Teague
Sara Tesfaye
Feven Tewolde
Nicole Thomas
Kana Thompson
Antalyn Adonna Tonge
Abby Layne Totten
Megan Marie Troxell
Margaret Rose Underwood
Bria Sehmone VanBuren
Danielle Mary Vega
Alicia D. Veit
Frank Gabriel Veney
Deidra Walker
Ashley E. Walkup
Jason Tyler Ward
Hannah Erin Welborn
Leah Jamie Wells
Emily Sue Wiggins
Lucas D. Wilkerson
Bryanna Ashley Williams
Ja'Niya Raneica Williams
Benjamin Austin Wolverton
Tiara Shada Woodard
James Edward Woodward
Mallory Marie Woody
Amy Wrathe
Kifanta' C. Wynn
Kong Yang

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Health and Human Sciences
Bachelor of Social Work

H’Yua Adrong
Siddiga Abdelgadir Ahmed
Amy L. Ambrosino
Joel Nicholas Bartz
Cory R. Bates
Bethany Lorraine Bivens
Mindy Kay Blackburn
Neil A. Blair
Laronda C. Brockington
Jessica Rene’ Brown
Tamara Brown
Laura Elizabeth Burleson
Pebbles Shirelle Calhoun
Shonna McIntosh Carruth
Haley Leigh Ann Chaney
Jason Tyler Citty
D’Amber Monei Clark
Katie L. Cooke
Tinesha C. Couthen
Erin Marie Davenport
Jordan Elliott Davis
Samantha Dawn Dollarhite
Bethany Duncan
Taylor Brooke Eggleston
Javious O. Ellis
Bria Shanice Fennell
Antoinetta Demetria Fulton
Kadijah Grant
Richard Brian Graves
Hannah Greer
Tai’Shia Sha’Bri Guy
Whittney Gwynn
Natoxonia L. Hall
Annette Renee Harris
Ashley Shianne Hetrick
Charles Norman Holleman Jr.
Brianna Monique Hughes
Garcia Garbrielle Jacobs Harris
Cyrus Patrick Kolar
Kenya Janeé Logan
Desirée Simone Louvierre
Kristen Anais Marsden
Jonathan Crutchfield Marshall
Kaleia Martin
Ruth A. McDurfee
Audrey Leigh McLaughlin
Michelle Minor Mitchell
Akeyia Donta Moore
Keisha Denise Murphy
Catherine Rose Myers
Kokou Nayo
Valerie Ann Neal
Wosenyelesh Tadesse Negussie
Amber Lasha’ Nixon
Clementine-Aimee L. Obama
Patricia Kitamba Omba
Cassie C. Oxendine
Taylor Lane Parkins
Cristina Gail Paynter
James Reynolds Pearce
Caitlin Blair Pinion
Margurite Reaves
Keosha Reynolds
Jamesia L. Rhodes
Jodie Nicole Roberts
Milik K. Robinson
Whitney Renee Shaw
Monika Rae Shontz
Johna Hannah Slicker
' Geoffrey Nicholas Stagg
Chantel Danielle Staton
Clint Lee Stiles
Herbert Stukes
Priscilla Renay Sweitzer
Emily Caroline Tremblay
T’Andra S. Wade
Marquise Tyshon Whitfield
Meagan Elizabeth Wicker
Katherine M. Wilson
Leroy Spencer Wilson Jr.
Kristen Brooke Yates
Shelton O’Brian Young

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Music, Theatre and Dance

Bachelor of Arts

Marielle Quinones Abbott
Abigail Leigh Aukerman
Joseph Michael Barker
Kevin Joseph Black
Thomas Harrison Breeden
Ashley Ann Chesler
Annalise Genee Coleman
Jackson Cooper
Domonique Alexis Edwards
Kelly Francis Erickson

Quinn Haydn Flagg
Caroline E. Gray
Andrew David Greene
Tarajyah T. Hoey
Brian Troy Holstein
Thomas Leslie Jones Jr.
Davide Wood Kelton
David A. Curtis Lipscomb
Akien Keyondra Louis
Austin James Palenick

Lewis Thomas Randall
Chelsea Joy Robinson
Nathan Larry Roelofs
Charlotte Abigail Shoaf
Keiser Sugahara
Alyson Elizabeth Swann
Sumiko Tanaka
Monica Naomi Washington
William Lelling Yates

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Ann Marie Barker
Samuel Ressor Barnes
Rachael Elizabeth Bechtel
Nicolas Cy Benavides
Maura Rose Berry
Caitlyn T. Brewer
Shane Austin Burgett
Sara Beth Corriher
Binh T. Duong
Aaron Michael Haskins

Devin Simone Hayes
Bradley Price Hood
Kody Alexander Hopkins
Sophie Suzanne Larin
Nancy Lucia Macasieb
Emmanuel Malette
Christina Catherine Massey
Ellen K. MaCauley
Kasey Eileen Moorhouse
Rose Michael Phillips Mormino

Madelynn Terese Poulson
Joyce Emilie Raleigh
Carly Jane Ruda
Elizabeth S. Smith
Anthony D. Taylor-Davis
Samantha M. Thompson
Aimee Sibel Turkdaman
Brady Alan Wease
Michael D. White
Edward Lee Wilson

Bachelor of Music

Kimberly Elaine Anderson
Alexander Weston Askew
Martin Thomas Best
Jacob Steven Billings
Brittany J. Booth
Megan K. Callahan
Joseph Anthony Cioffi
Chandler Rhea Clarke
William Arthur Motok England
Jacob Daniel Gilbert
Victoria R. Gilbreath
Carrie Graham
Savannah Leigh Hamilton
Robert Bradford Harrison
Caroline Kay Hazelman

Michael Shawn Henderson
Jesse Herndon
Jacob Donald Parker Hinson
Sheridan Ellis Hitchcock
Carley Nicole Hott
William David Hueholt
Tyler Gray Ingram
Kristopher Nicholas Kirkwood
Bridgette L. Lucas
Jessica Leigh Marks
Aaron L. Matson
Aaron M. Mcclveen
Shaun M. Meadows
Jordan C. Mower
Edward Andreas Nasser

Shannon Courtney Neu
Frances Kelly Norris
Megan Adele Parker
Robert Harold Rankin
Evan Sparks Ringel
Lauren Nicole Saunders
Georgia Ann Smith
Taylor Andrew-Allen Speed
Brian Speice
Amanda Elizabeth Tucker
Julia Van Patter
Kaitlyn Grace Wagner
Jon Lewis Walter
David R. Welham
Daniel Jacob Williams

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Comfort Amoaforo
Katie Elizabeth Anderson
Obioma Edith-Joy Anyogu
Susan A. Ashley
Cheryl Bailey
Olivia D. Bailey
Candace Marie Barker
Aleah Catherine Barnes
Sarah Lynne Battles
Kevin Christopher Bayaca
Sandra Beach
Emily Ann Beck
Christina Marie Becker
Jada Christine Bowman
Eric Matthew Brewer
Melanie Dawn Brown
Katie Lynn Brumagin
Caitlin Shea Bumbledare
Megan Marie Cabadas
Ana Leticia Calvio
Robyn Natalie Calvio
Kara Abigail Campbell
Luke Allan Carman
Heather Marie Cassada
Diana Castillo
Abigail Chavez
Tong Chen
Imane Chettouch
Revonda Jo Christy
Grace Elizabeth Cindric
Kristen Ann Coble
Jamie Renee Covington
Lisa Ann Crisp
Morgan Mckenzie Crowe
Elizabeth Caroline D'Andrea
Sarah Beth De La Calle
Eric Debrah
Jack Eugene Dougherty
Kelly Nicole Dunbar
Jessica Lynn Dunn
Katie Leigh Dunn
Tiffany Allison Ekstrom
Bonnie J. Fioretti
Meagan Nicole Flack
Adriana Galindo
Catalina Gonzalez Pinzon
Samantha Danielle Green
Anne C. Grigg
Esperanza Alexandra Grimm
Denisse Celis Guzman
Jill Nichole Hammm
Chasity Barrett Hammond
Danielle Meggan Hawks
Tracy Lynn Heinrich
Summer N. Holland
Samantha Leigh Honeycutt
Amanda Paige Hughes
Brittany Lynne Hughes
Cricket Hughes-Van Hoose
Karen Patterson Hunt
Rhohina Jadji
Komicia Shontoine Jefferies
Raven La'Sha Jones
Erica Lynn Jordahl
Boniface Kebu
Brandy Nichole Kelly
Kari Lynn Kennedy
Christine Edith Kincaid
Lacey Lyn King
Tania Lalli
Hannah Jurczynski LaRonde
Megan Barrow Lentz
Valera Lester
Jamie Marie Livengood
‘Sierra Ashley Maness
Natasha Renee Mason
Susan Jorgenson Mayes
Christy Joann McCain
Michelle L. Mcclellan
Brianna Nicole McNabb
Melodi C. McNeil
Julia Rose McNulty
Sarah Ann McWhorter
Kaziah Zhane Miller
Iva Jean Mitchell
Matthew Peter Nasui
Geri Bumgarner Naylor
Lauren Paglino Neal
Alatiesha Nesbitt
Takera Michelle Nesbitt
Elizabeth Anne Newsome
Emily Nguyen
Sydney Rebecca Noble
Perpetue E. Obama
Oluwatoyin Tolulope Oloka
Ashley M. Painter
Amy Nicole Pendleton
Jui-Chi Peng
Brandy Hunter Perrell
Jane Pickens
Kayla Leanne Price
Elizabeth Putnam
Jacob Fred Ramsey
Anna Christine Reabold
Slade I. Reynolds
Megen Katherine Tennant
Kaelin Marie Romesberg
Jessica Ann Rose
Katelin Elizabeth Sawicki
Caroline Ashe Schenck
Taylor Margaret Schmidt
Eric Richard Sherrill
Sonya Elizabeth Shuskey
Marsha Denise Slade
Alexandra Christine Smith
Rhonda Mckenzie Smith
Rikira Monet Smith
Valerie Ann Smith
Susan Smoots
Leeanna Coreen Souther
Kala Elizabeth Spencer
Michael Lee Swartz
Heather Wright Taylor
Chandler June Thomas
Kristen Waddell Thompson
Margaret Alaine Thompson
Michelle Lee Tingen
Brittney Lynn Botzis Travies
Jessica McDade Trotter
David Kimberly Turpin Boone
Travis Lee Turrentine
Pamela Larabee Upchurch
Sarah E. Van Horn
Tasha Marie Vangile
Jason Christopher Vaughn
Tue Nhu Vo
David Wayne Walker
Jacqueline Sargeant Washburn
Kenya Denise Webb
Chesney Leigh White
Melissa D. Whitt
Emily Everhart Willard
Ann Katherine Wilson
Carmen Nicole Winstead
Brianna Simone Woods
Lauren Jones Worrell
Andrew H. Wyatt-Younger
Maura Brittany Yanocho
Jean Britain Young
Stephanie Dior Zafra

1 Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Graduation with honors for undergraduates is based on all courses (including the last semester’s work) for which grades and grade points are given. The honors shown in the commencement program for May undergraduates, however, are based on work taken through Fall 2015. Since spring semester grades had not been reported at the time this program was printed, some modifications in the tentative honors shown will have to be made following the recording of the spring semester 2016 grades. To be eligible for honors at the end of the senior year, a student must have completed at least 45 hours of work in residence at UNCG, not including hours for which credit and grade points have been received by special examinations.

Honors are awarded to graduating seniors as follows. The highest level is summa cum laude (with highest honor), maintaining a grade point average between 3.90–4.00 for all work taken at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The next level, magna cum laude (with great honor), indicates an average of 3.70–3.89. The third level, cum laude (with honor), represents an achievement of 3.50–3.69.

**Summa Cum Laude**

- William Arthur Motok England
- Deborah Mowery Englund
- Emily Pearl Esterswood
- Haleigh Evans
- Deanne Rose Ewald
- Cari Paige Fields
- Meagan Nicole Flack
- Aimee Rebekah Gordon
- Samantha Danielle Green
- Alexander Lee Green
- Deborah Alice Guthmann
- Robert Bradford Harrison
- Kathryna Grace Haynes
- Ashley N. Helms
- Danielle Kayla Hill
- Erika Wentz Hobbs
- Emily Sue Hoke
- Robin Malia Holde
- Summer N. Holland
- Charles Norman Holleman Jr.
- Kody Alexander Hopkins
- Angela W. Hovey
- William David Hueholt
- Tyler Gray Ingram
- Rachel Marie Isom
- Peter Jelinek
- Keisha G. Johnston
- Makayla Julia Jones
- Linda Ann Kent
- Lacey Lyn King
- Darcie Elizabeth Knight
- Camille L. Knudson
- Tania Lalli
- Natalie Christine Lands
- Sophie Suzanne Larin
- Linda C. Levanti
- Kenya Janeé Logan
- Nancy Lucia Maciasib
- Carlyn Elizabeth McKisson
- Victoria A. McLain
- Ashley Makayla McLeod
- Lydia R. McRae
- Haleigh Ragan Moore
- Kasey Eileen Moorhouse
- Rose Michael Phillips Mormino
- Kokou Nayo
- Erin Patricia Neely
- Shannon Courtney Neu
- Ashley Macayla Nidiffer
- Sean T. Norton
- Arthur Mark Notini
- Madalina Ochenatu
- Angeleh P. Owens
- Austin James Palenick
- Lasse Samuel Palomäki
- Mark Taylor Parent
- Cristina Gail Paynter
- James Reynolds Pearce
- Lyndsey Marie Peterson
- Madelynn Terese Poulson
- Donna Jean Previtte
- Sarah Pritchard
- Aliyah Pronta
- Joyce Emilie Raleigh
- Jacob Fred Ramsey
- Emma Davis Rettew
- Vanessa Alison Richardson
- Rachel Ryding
- Shelby Kathleen Scattergood
- Kasey-Lynn Morgan Schmidt
- Hannah Schwoerer
- Amanda Blake Sharpe
- Kenneth Richard Short
- Stephanie Blake Harris Sigmon
- Ashley Elizabeth Skelton
- Paige C. Sorendo
- Adam Luke Southgate
- Brian Speice
- Aldrea Lequan Speight
- Krystal Monique Speights
- Kelsey Jane Stewart
- Clint Lee Stiles
- Elsa Anna Sylvester
- Duyen Quynh Vo
Recognitions and Honors

Summa Cum Laude

Loren Elizabeth Weckbacher
Jeffrey J. Wells
Christina Dare Whitesell
Meagan Elizabeth Wicker

Emily Sue Wiggins
Lucas D. Wilkerson
Bryanna Ashley Williams
Carmen Nicole Winstead

Anne Miller Wittenberg
Madison Chandler Wooten
Amy Wrather

Magna Cum Laude

Faduma Ali
Shaikah Almesbah
Bethany Alston
Liza G. Anderson
Christina R. Angel
Jennifer Argent
Abigail Leigh Aukerman
Carrie E. Austin
Unity J. Bailey
Karen Sue Barber
Aleah Catherine Barnes
Joel Nicholas Bartz
Sarah Lynne Battles
Rachael Elizabeth Bechtel
Laura Anne Benson-Greer
Maura Rose Berry
Lauren Patricia Betlach
Kara Doyle Billings
Enoch Anthony Bowles
Wesley Bradshaw
Richard Scott Brower
Erika N. Brown
Sarah Marie Bullock
Leslie Nicole Bunker
Pebbles Shirelle Calhoun
Megan K. Callahan
Luke Allan Carman
Ryan Clark Carroll
Selina Chalk
Marjorie Elizabeth Church
Kristen Ann Colbe
Aimee Lynne Conklin
Zandra Inez Cuff
Paul Bornmann Davis Jr.
Sarah Beth De La Calle
Yancill De Morla
Nicole Ann Donnelly
Bethany Duncan
Ariel Daisha-Lynn Duncan
Domonique Alexis Edwards
Ryan Dean Eisma
Matthew Heydan Elliott
Kelly Francis Erickson
Xinyu Feng
Zoe Paulina Fishman
Kinsley Jade Fraser
Chelsea Anne Garden
Nicholas Tyler Grant
Caroline E. Gray

Marisa Kathleen Graziano
Jordan Ciesielski Griffin
Robin Catharine Hancock
Rebecca Ashley Hatcher
Miranda Annette Hege
Ashley Shianne Hetrick
Deana Marie Hodges
Brianon Tracy Holstein
Samantha Leigh Honeycutt
Kelly Nicole Hook
Brittany Lynne Hughes
Amanda B. Hunt
Quinn Alexandria Hunter
Molly Faye Idol
Brian George Johnston
Brittany Lauren Jones
Sibyl L. Kemp
Da-Eun Kim
Mary Ann Kiser
Hannah Jurczynski LaRonde
Timothy Alan Leahy
Katherine Jo Link
Desirée Simone Louvierre
Jamie Linnea Luckhaus
Victoria Ann Corona Lusk
Jessica D. Mackert
Ellen MacLean
Christophe Andre’ Noel Madoz
Katrina Lynn Maine
Katerina Nicole Mansour
Kathleen W. Mantz
Kaleia Martin
Jaime Martinez Romo
Caralee Amber Mason
Christena Catherine Massey
Kelly Michelle McIntosh
Monica J. Mcmahon
Shenae Lynne McPherson
Sarah Ann McWhorter
Elaina Lanore Meyer
Kaziah Zhane Miller
Zuzana Mironovova
Carlos Manuel Morales
Erica Ann Morris
Kaitlin Elizabeth Mosher
Chinyelu Onyinye Muonagolu
Emily C. Nance
Leah Neese
Sydney Rebecca Noble

Frances Kelly Norris
Brianna Lynne Nowak
Allison Terri Odom
Cassie C. Oxendine
Jordan Meleia Face
Kathryn Rose Perez
Elizabeth A. Perry
Matthew James Phillips
Charlotte Yvonne Pohlig
Kayla Leanne Price
Elizabeth Putnam
Evan Rees
Jessica Lauren Reid
Christopher Reingen
Jesenia L. Rhodes
Charles M. Rich
Jade Cherise Roberson
Briana Marie Roberts
Kyijsa Lashelle Rogers
Megen Katherine Tennant
Holly Diane Sharp
Whitney Renee Shaw
Eric Richard Sherrill
Sonya Elizabeth Shuskey
Hannah Kristin Slaydon
Valerie Ann Smith
Bianca Nicole Smith
Zachary Grey Smith
Brittany Dawn Smith
Caroline Rose Somerville
Leeanna Coreen Souther
Tyrell R. Spencer
Tempest L. Stokes
Traci S. Stultz
Katie Rebecca Sutherland
Sophie Nicole Thompson
Greyden Joseph Toone
Abby Layne Totten
Han Thi Bao Tran
Elizabeth Snowday Traub
Brittney Lynn Botzis Traveis
Jessica Twitchell
Joe Luis Valdez
Bria Sehmone VanBuren
Kimberly Hill Vaughan
Alicia D. Veit
David Wayne Walker
Yaohan Wang
Jiyao Wang

36
Re c o g n i t i o n s a n d H o n o Rs

Magna Cum Laude

Evangeline Christine Warring
Lawrence Jamal Watkins
David R. Welham
Chesney Leigh White

Ann Katherine Wilson
Julie Boger Winkle
Ashley Kimaya Witherspoon
James Edward Woodward

Maura Brittany Yanochko
Kristen Brooke Yates

Cum Laude

Jessica Morgan Alley
Lindsey Michelle Allred
Amy L. Ambrosino
Kimberly Elaine Anderson
Brittany Reneé Archie
Katlyn Daniele Ayers
Sarah Amer Baker
Katherine Kay Basey
Emily Ann Beck
Martin Thomas Best
Maya Shanell Bishop
Johanna Dora Bloom
Katie Nicole Bowen
Drew T. Bowman
Andrew Bernard Bradford
Jessica Rene’ Brown
Erik Brown
Alyvia Marie Browning
Emily Marie Bruzzo
Caitlin Shea Bumbledare
Akasha L. Buzov
Ana Leticia Calvio
Robyn Natalie Calvio
Kara Abigail Campbell
Kelley Ann Cansler
Karen Francis Carr
Shonna McIntosh Carruth
Erin Michelle Carter
Kayla Michelle Carter
Jordan Nicole Cassell
Abigail Chavez
Tong Chen
Adamma Kyler Chidomere
Sierra Preche Clark
Joel Alexandra Clegg
Kayla Morgan Coble
Hannah Elizabeth Cogswell
Whitney Kristina Coleman
Cody Michael Cook
Catherine Elizabeth Cooke
Taylor Jade Cotten
Britney M. Crews
Madison Haley Crooks
Cambrin A. Culp
Sean William Daliege
Elizabeth Caroline D’Andrea
Erin Marie Davenport
Anna Kristine Decker
Emily Noelle Dolce
Sarah Rose Doyle
Janae Monique Alexis Drayton
Katie Leigh Dunn
Jessica Lynn Dunn
Binh T. Duong
Sally Z. Duquette
Tiffany Allison Ekstrom
Amy Charlotte Ellis
Meg Alexandra Ewald
Henry Jackson Gordon Faherty
Jalecia Michelle Faison
Nabeela Farhat
Jennifer Elaine Felix
Skyler Kane Ferguson
Emily Nicole Figueroa
Daniel H. Foil
Antoine M. Fordham
Jordan Nicole Foster
Aaron Matthew Fountain
Ciara Nicole Fowler
Danielle Grace Fryar
Jennifer Ann Gardner
Victoria R. Gilbreath
Catalina Gonzalez Pinzon
Nicholas Lee Goodman
Zoë Grace Goodnight
Carrie Graham
Alejandra Granados
Kadijah Grant
Thomas Alan Grant
Emily Renée Gregory
Katelyn Anne Grist
Kristine Guhne
Katherine Elizabeth Gulledge
Denisse Celsi Guzman
Luke Stanley Haithcock
Nancy M. Hall
Savannah Leigh Hamilton
Valarie Nicole Hammett
Myungah Han
Dominick Maurice Hand
Stephanie Ann Hanyok
Mary Herald
Maryann E. Herbert
Jacob Donald Parker Hinson
Hallee Miranda Hocutt
Tarayjah T. Hoey
Carley Nicole Hott
Allison Kristina Ioannides
Rohina Jadji
Patricia Anne Jones
Haley L. Jones
Kirby P. Jones
Arielle Kerr
Ruquia K. Khan
Philip Kitchen
Kaleesha Nacole Knox
Kendra T. Koloff
MaryAnn Kozikowski
Linsey Meka Lamb
Janet Paschal Lanier
Kong Zong Lee
Jeremy Leonard
Kristian Renee Lewis
Joseph Paul Lorenz
Kara Nicole Lowery
Ha My H. Luu
Travis C. Mabe
Sierra Ashley Maness
Nicole Mangione
Brandi Leigh Marsh
Sarah Cathryn Martin
Daniel B. Mason
Aaron Lanier Matson
Susan Jorgenson Mayes
Alicia Corretta Mayhand
Stefanie Lyman Mcadoo
Christopher Lee McCoy
Carolyn McMasters
Brianna Nicole McNabb
Joanna Migliore Meyer
Lauren Nicole Miller
Margaret Helena Mitchell
Michelle Minor Mitchell
Jarret Ocean Moore
Marissa Mooring
Hunter Gregory Morton
Jordan C. Mower
Madison Catherine Myers
Donna M. Myers
Courtney Jean Nance
Adam Richard Nehls
Hannah Michelle Nelson
Emily Nguyen
Tuyet Thi Nguyen
Afton Marie O’Dell
Kimberly Ann Owens
Thomas Peace
Recognitions and Honors

Cum Laude

Amy Nicole Pendleton
Brittany Gunn Perry
Indya Alyssa Perry
Deanthia Elizabeth Powell
Crystal Ann Powell
Lewis Thomas Randall
Lynn M. Randolph
Slade I. Reynolds
Alexander Rhyne Rhew
Meredith Alaine Richardson
Wendel T. Ridley Jr.
Evan Sparks Ringel
Milik K. Robinson
Gabriel Lee Robinson
Logan James Rohde
Carly Jane Ruda
Danielle Rudisill
Samantha Alexa Salazar
Cydney Alexandra Satterfield
Lauren Nicole Saunders
Katelin Elizabeth Sawicki
Caroline Ashe Schenck
Amy Schenck
Ashley Elizabeth Scott
Emily Grace Sharp
Autumn Brianna Naté Shipman
Charlotte Abigail Shoaf
Jacqueline Ann Shoe
Monika Rae Shontz
Maria Nichole Shropshire
Samantha D. Sillaman
Tracy Mckenzie Smith
Samantha Burgess Smith
Timothy L. Smith
Stephen H. Smith
Rikira Monét Smith
Alexandra Christine Smith
Elizabeth S. Smith
Susan Smoots
Sarah Ashley Specht
Samantha R. Spruill
Chantel Danielle Staton
Jackson Streitwieser
Herbert Stukes
Keisei Sugahara
Louis Angelo Sulit
Katlyn Louise Swanson
Priscilla Renay Sweitzer
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Talmon
Jaclyn Denise Taybron
Sara Tesfaye
Clifton Brock Thomas
Lindsay M. Thomas
Nicole Thomas
Margaret Alaine Thompson
Kana Thompson
Samantha M. Thompson
Devin Nicole Tilley
Amy L. Travis
Todd Turner
Kaitlyn O’Brien Turner
Anita Jordan Tyndall
Joel C. Uwazurike
Eric Scott Van Emden
Julia Van Patter
Ariel C. Vernon
Gwendolyn Alyce Vest
Katie Elizabeth Vestal
Kaitlyn Grace Wagner
Tierra Devon Wallace
Brady Alan Wease
Jessica Leigh Whanger
Samantha Katelyn Wiley
Emily Everhart Willard
Nikita C. Williamson
Leroy Spencer Wilson Jr.
Benjamin Austin Wolverton
Sally Blade Wyatt
Jennifer Ann Wylie
Kil’anta’ C. Wynn
Shelton O’Brian Young
Stephanie Dior Zafra
Gabrielle Nicole Zendan
Dingling Zhong
Recongnitions and Honors
Seniors Completing Honors Programs
During Spring 2016

International Honors

Brianna D. Abrams
Bethany Alston
Rachael Elizabeth Bechtel
Adamma Kyler Chidomere
Stephanie Cheyenne Cooke
Kiana A. Daniel
Binh T. Duong
Dylan Timothy Edwards
Haleigh Fallyn Evans
Zoe Paulina Fishman
Daniel H. Foil
Nicholas Tyler Grant
Jordan Ciesielki Griffin

Vicki Han
Danielle Kayla Hill
Sequoia A. Hill
Tarayah T. Hoey
Robin Malia Holde
William David Hueholt
Brittany Lauren Jones
Sarah Kim
Darcie Elizabeth Knight
Kaleia Martin
Ashley Makayla McLeod
Kasey Eileen Moorhouse
Rose Michael Phillips Morrow

Frances Kelly Norris
Austin James Palenick
Madelynn Terese Poulson
Lewis Thomas Randall
Wendel T. Ridley
Danielle Louise Salvatore
Katelin Elizabeth Sawicki
Samantha D. Sillaman
Ashley Elizabeth Skelton
Caroline Rose Somerville
Samantha M. Thompson
Jessica Twitchell
Marguerite Young

Disciplinary Honors

Hassan Sheraz Ahmed
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“Time Course Analysis of WNT 5A Isoform A and Isoform B Activation of Non Canonical WNT Pathway Signaling”
Project Adviser: John Lepri

Lindsey Michelle Allred
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education
“Are Research Based Strategies for English Language Learners Beneficial to all ESL Students?”
Project Adviser: Mary Lou Kyle

Robert H. Bardsley
Disciplinary Honors in Chemistry and Biochemistry
“Studying the Secondary Metabolites from an Endophytic Xylaria sp. Of Pawpaw (Asimina triloba L.)”
Project Adviser: Nicholas Oberlies

Katherine Emily Callow
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“Genetic and cytological characterization of Z2-0193, a meiotic mutant of Drosophila melanogaster”
Project Adviser: John Tomkeil Dean

Ryan Clark Carroll
Disciplinary Honors in History
“We Shall Overcome: The Importance of Protest Songs in the Civil Rights Movement”
Project Adviser: Lisa Tolbert

Catherine Hyeyeon Choi
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology
“Rape on Campus”
Project Adviser: Arielle Kuperberg

Jason Tyler Citty
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work
“Minority Stress Levels Associated with Same-Sex Marriage Legislation”
Project Adviser: Danielle Swick

Zandra Inez Cuff
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“Affirmative Action and the Colorblind Dilemma”
Project Adviser: Susan Johnson

Emily Noelle Dolce
Disciplinary Honors in Art
“A Weeping Nation”
Project Adviser: Nikki Blair

Domonique Alexis Edwards
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Examining Teacher-child Relationships in Low-income African-American Children Participating in Head Start”
Project Adviser: Julia Smith

Emily Sylvia Eisele
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
“Models of Treatment for Speech and Language Disorders in School Age Children: The School SLP’s Perspective on Scheduling”
Project Adviser: Virginia Hinton

William Arthur England
Disciplinary Honors in Music Performance
“Orchestration! (Literally and Figuratively)”
Project Adviser: Chad Eby

Aaron Matthew Fountain
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Relation of Infant Hand Preference to Children’s Design Copying Skills”
Project Adviser: George Michel

Marisa Kathleen Graziano
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education
“Can Mathematical Games be Beneficial to Below Grade Level Students?”
Project Adviser: Marilyn Preddy
Robin Catharine Hancock  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Predicting Depression Symptoms: The Interaction of Chronic Interpersonal Stress and Trait Rumination”  
Project Adviser: Suzanne Vrshek-Schallhorn

Ashley N. Helms  
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education  
“Task-Based Learning in Middle School Mathematics”  
Project Adviser: Tracey Howell

Charles Norman Holleman  
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work  
“Exploring an Anonymous Population: The Guilford County Recovery Community”  
Project Adviser: Daniel Rhodes

Angela W. Hovey  
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders  
“Measuring the Success of a Conversational Partners Training Program for Persons with Aphasia”  
Project Adviser: Kristina Lundgren

Quinn Alexandria Hunter  
Disciplinary Honors in Art  
“This Is Why I Can’t Have Kids”  
Project Adviser: Nikki Blair

Tyler Gray Ingram  
Disciplinary Honors in Music Education  
“A Diverse and Unique Conducting Experience: An in-depth Analysis of a Conducting Recital that Includes Different Genres and Styles of Music”  
Project Adviser: Carole Ott

Katelyn Elizabeth James  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“The Role of Endorsement of Traditional Gender Values in Ethnic Identity Formation of Latino Youth”  
Project Adviser: Gabriela Stein

Haley L. Jones  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“Insight Into Character: A Glimpse at 19th Century Artistic Portrayal of Women in Charlotte Brontë’s Villette”  
Project Adviser: Anne Wallace

Makayla Julia Jones  
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders  
“Effects of Accented English on the SLP’s Career Path”  
Project Adviser: Robert Mayo

Tania Lalli  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Cricoid Pressure: A State of the Science”  
Project Adviser: Donald Kautz

Ashley Taylor Lanier  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Infant Handedness and its Effect on Perceived Positive and Negative Attributes at 5 Years of Age”  
Project Adviser: George Michel

Katerina Nicole Mansour  
Disciplinary Honors in International and Global Studies  
“The International Response to South Africa’s Xenophobia”  
Project Adviser: Roberto Campo

Caralee Amber Mason  
Disciplinary Honors in Nutrition  
“The Effects of Hypoxia Mimetics and Inflammatory Cytokines on Adipocyte Bioenergetics”  
Project Adviser: Ron Morrison

Jessica E. Matthis  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“Privileged Perspectives: HBO’s “Game of Thrones” and the Commodification of Violence against Women”  
Project Adviser: Alexandra Moore

Kaziah Zhane Miller  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Shooting For A Change”  
Project Adviser: Donald Kautz

Zuzana Mironovova  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Relationship of Subjective Sleep Indices to Stress-Induced Cortisol and Affective Reactivity”  
Project Adviser: Suzanne Vrshek-Schallhorn

Daniel Christopher Mungal  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Relationship of Subjective Sleep Indices to Stress-Induced Cortisol and Affective Reactivity”  
Project Adviser: Suzanne Vrshek-Schallhorn

Chinyelu Onyinye Muonagolu  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Effects of Rumination and Discrimination in Predicting Depressive Symptoms”  
Project Adviser: Suzanne Vrshek-Schallhorn

Shannon Courtney Neu  
Disciplinary Honors in Music Education  
“Music Left Behind: The Impact of No Child Left Behind on Music Education”  
Project Adviser: Constance McKoy

Allison Terri Odom  
Disciplinary Honors in Spanish  
“The Role of the Media in the Latino Immigration Debate: Misconceptions, Misrepresentation, and Reform”  
Project Adviser: Sarah Carrig

Emma Davis Rettew  
Disciplinary Honors in Human Development and Family Studies  
“The Quality of Outdoor Environments for Preschool Children in Child Care; A Comparison of Inclusive and Non-Inclusive Classrooms”  
Project Adviser: Linda Hestenes
Recognitions and Honors

Disciplinary Honors

Briana Roberts
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education
“An Elementary Introduction to Engineering”
Project Adviser: Heidi Carlone

Rachel Ryding
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology
“Second Chances: Pathways through Higher Education for Students in Recovery from Substance Use Disorders”
Project Adviser: Saundra Westervelt

Cydney Alexandra Satterfield
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education
“An Elementary Introduction to Engineering”
Project Adviser: Heidi Carlone

Whitney Renee Shaw
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work
“The Role of Social Work in Integrated Care for the Elderly”
Project Adviser: Justin Lee

Autumn Brianna Naté Shipman
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“Political Campaigns in America: The Evolution”
Project Adviser: Thomas Little

Stephanie Blake Harris Sigmon
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
“ASD and ADHD: Overlapping and Discriminating Symptoms”
Project Adviser: Alan Kamhi

Leanna Coreen Souther
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Introducing Dweck’s Growth Mindset Philosophy to Teen Moms”
Project Adviser: Deb Stanford

Krystal Monique Speights
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
“What Laryngectomee’s Think: Essential Characteristics for Successful Alaryngeal Communication Post-Laryngectomies”
Project Adviser: Virginia Hinton

Elsa Anna Sylvester
Disciplinary Honors in Specialized Education Services
“A Guide to Providing Interpreting, Orientation, and Mobility Services for Deaf-Blind Individuals”
Project Adviser: Glenda Torres

Devin Nicole Tilley
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Working Memory Capacity, Attention Restraint Failure, and Mind Wandering as Predictors of Schizotypal Ambivalence”
Project Adviser: Michael Kane

Greyden Joseph Toone
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“The Politics and Polarization of Gerrymandering”
Project Adviser: Thomas Little

Kaitlyn Grace Wagner
Disciplinary Honors in Music Performance
“Breadboard Music: Creating Handmade Electronic Instruments for Performance”
Project Adviser: Alejandro Rutty

Evangeline Christine Warring
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education and Higher Education
“An Elementary Introduction to Engineering”
Project Adviser: Heidi Carlone

Meagan Elizabeth Wicker
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work
“College Students’ Perceptions on Aging versus Actual Experiences of Aging in Older Adults”
Project Adviser: Marsha Brown

Full University Honors

Rachel Maureen Blackburn
Full University Honors in Political Science
Project Adviser: Gregory McAvoy

Andrew Edens Byrum
Full University Honors in Sociology
“Perceptions of Social Mobility in the Country of the Year: an examination of globalization and consumerism in Uruguay”
Project Adviser: Sarah Daynes

Elizabeth Caroline D’Andrea
Full University Honors in Nursing
“The Signs We Miss: Promoting Best Practice for Perinatal Deaf Clients”
Project Adviser: Lori Hubbard

Emily Pearl Esterwood
Full University Honors in Biology
“Do the WNT5A isoforms A and B have Different Effects on Apoptosis in HCT-116 Cells”
Project Adviser: Karen Katula
Recognitions and Honors

Full University Honors

Lacey Lyn King
Full University Honors in Nursing
“Support needs in adult cancer patients: How nurses can best intervene with grief”
Project Adviser: Donald Kautz

Camille L. Knudsen
Full University Honors in Art
“Obscured by War: Female Contemporary Artists Question Japanese Society”
Project Adviser: Elizabeth Perrill

Emily C. Nance
Full University Honors in Mathematics and Statistics
“Analysis of Perceptions of an Emergency Nursing Academy”
Project Adviser: Sat Gupta

Sean T. Norton
Full University Honors in Political Science
“Conflict in the Pipeline: How Globalization and Russian Hydrocarbon Export Dependence have Influenced Conflict in Eastern Europe”
Project Adviser: William Crowther

Lasse Samuel Palomäki
Full University Honors in Management
“The Influence of Foreign Direct Investment on Host Country Economy and Development, and the Competitiveness of the Investor”
Project Adviser: Mark Snyder

Mark Taylor Parent
Full University Honors in Political Science
“Threat to the Republic: The Expansion of Presidential War Power”
Project Adviser: Susan Johnson

Shelby Kathleen Scattergood
Full University Honors in Art
“Exploration Through Self-Portraiture”
Project Adviser: Barbara Campbell Thomas

Alexandra Christine Smith
Full University Honors in Nursing
“Nurse Interactions with Individuals Diagnosed with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus”
Project Adviser: Elizabeth Van Horn

Louis Angelo Sulit
Full University Honors in Biology
“Wnt5a Transcript Levels Correlate with Epigenetic Profiles in HepG2 and Caco-2 Cell Lines”
Project Adviser: Karen Katula

Elizabeth Shockley Traub
Full University Honors in Art
“Studio Art Practice and Metamodernism; Junction Between Middle English Texts and Sir Gawthier”
Project Adviser: Nikki Blair

Anita Jordan Tyndall
Full University Honors in English
“The F-Word: Feminist Themes in Contemporary Young Adult Literature”
Project Adviser: Risa Applegarth

Student Excellence Awards

Lauren Beard
Rachel Blackburn
Zachary Blizard
Thomas Breeden
Andrew Byrum
Sunbin Deng
Emily Esterwood
Haleigh Evans
Cari Fields
Nicholas Grant
Alexander Green
Deborah Guthman
Erika Hobbs
Charles Holleman
Bess Hopkins
William Hueholt
Amanda Ingman
Tania Lalli
Katerina Mansour
Caralee Mason
Emily Nance
Brianna Nowak
Allison Odom
Lasse Palomäki
Mark Parent
Matthew Phillips
Aliyah Frantaut
Jacob Ramsey
Emma Retew
Rachel Ryding
Shelby Scatterwood
Kasey-Lynn Schmidt
Aldrea Speight
Krystal Speights
Han Tran
Lucas Wilkerson
Recognitions and Honors
Senior University Marshals

Shaikhah Almesbah
Vania Claiborne
Kristen Coble
Blake Corvin
Jessica Dunn
Cari Fields
Zoe Fishman
Denisse Guzman
Rebecca Hatcher
Ashley Helms
Danielle Hill
Chase Holleman
Kirby Jones

Makayla Jones
Lacey King
Jenna Lacey
Kenya Logan
Kaziah Miller
Shannon Neu
Frances Norris
Brianna Nowak
Angeleah Owens
Lasse Palomäki
Mark Parent
Sarah Pritchard
Emilie Raleigh

Evan Rees
Briana Roberts
Katelin Sawicki
Whitney Shaw
Leanna Souther
Aldrea Speight
Jessica Twitchell
Lawrence Watkins
Meagan Wicker
Emily Wiggins
James Woodward
Madison Wooten

Merit Awards Program
Alumni Scholarship

Wilson Carter Brooks
Tyler Ingram

Rose Michael Mormino
David Welham

Kathleen Price & Joseph M. Bryan Scholarship

Adam Parker Clayton
Jessica Cranfill
Zoe Fishman
Luke Haithcock

Ryan P. MacPherson
Ellen Trastelis

Ethel Virginia Butler Centennial Scholarship

Will England
William Hueholt

Chesney White

Class of 1944 Scholarship

Brandon Summer

Class of 1951 Scholarship

Camille Knudsen

May Donoho Scholarship

Anna Decker
Danielle Hill

Excellence Fellowship

Peter David Rehder

Fiftieth Class Reunion Scholarship

Kevin Bayaca

Fisher Centennial Merit Award

Caitlin Bumbledare
Kasey Moorhouse
Recognitions and Honors

Merit Awards Program

Jefferson-Pilot Scholarship

Rachel Blackburn

Carolyn Bason Long Scholarship

Frances Norris

The L. Richardson and Emily Preyer Scholarship

Ashley Skelton

Katherine Smith Reynolds Scholarship

Dylan Edwards
Chelsea Green
Chelsea Gardon
Lacey King

Corrine Sussman Segal Scholarship

Lyndsey Peterson

Harry B. and Edith V. Sloan Memorial Scholarship

in Science, Mathematics, and Health

Emily Figuerora

Joyce Whitfield Williams Merit Scholarship

Anita Tyndall

Integrative Community Studies Certificate

Haley Nichole Alegre
William Roy Bowditch
Brennan Charles Ferguson
Bennett Thomas Gunter
Courtney Nicole Jones

Ishan Munshi
Paul Erik Peterson
Ahmed Aftab Rahman
Denise Simone Sumiel
Anna McFerrin Till

Amanda C. van der Hoeven
Paris Nashae Wagner
Daniel Joseph Wever
Shoh Henry Wurman Yoshikai

This program was compiled and published by the University Registrar’s Office. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this program’s content. Any omissions or errors are unintentional.

This program is also available online at CommencementCentral.uncg.edu.